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Editorial
Lenard Tiller
May I take this opportunity of wishing all our
members a Happy New Year and all the best for
the Year 2002.

other articles featured, complement the journal as
a whole, whereby there is an array of difference to
be enjoyed.

I must also apologise for the delay in production
of this journal, but can assure you that it is ‘worth
the wait’.

The BSRP website is continuing to be expanded
and you will find that each month it is updated
with new material and topics of interest, try to
make a visit each month, it will be well worth the
‘journey’. Should you have anything of interest
that you would like to be considered for display
on the ‘site’ or have any general comments with
regard to the website, you can always make
contact with our President, Terry Page, who
serves on the website committee.

2002 promises to be an eventful year for BSRP,
particularly as we are holding a BSRP weekend in
October at the Union Jack Club in London. The
event will be spread over two days (Saturday &
Sunday) and will include some Major Displays, a
Society guest from the Philatelic Field, the BSRP
auction, a Society dinner on the Saturday evening,
and a programme for the ladies. Accommodation
at the Union Jack Club has been negotiated at
favourable rates (not London prices). More details
will emerge regarding this weekend event as the
year progresses.
The Society is also making ‘inroads’ into building
a relationship with the A.S. Popov museum in St
Petersburg. This museum, as some of you may
already be well aware, houses some of the most
interesting and rarest items and related philatelic
material in the Russian field, and whose archives
will be available for members who wish to make
further philatelic study and investigation. There is
a long way to go with this project, and you will be
updated of the progress via our journal. This issue
of BJRP affords an introduction to the A.S. Popov
museum by way of two brief articles. The first,
‘The A.S. Popov Central Museum of
Communications St Petersburg, Russia and its
Collections’ gives an insight into the collections
housed there, recent exhibitions, future hopes and
the staff involved. The second ‘The history of A.
A. Bezborodko Palace (Postal Museum) in St
Petersburg’, describes the building itself and
outlines the history of the museum . We have a
third article under preparation for BJRP 88 which
features some of the philatelic ‘Gems’ from the
archives of the Popov museum, and we hope to be
able to continue to show material from the
archives in future issues of BJRP. Watch this
space (as the saying goes)
In this issue of BJRP, we continue with
registration by way of Part 2 of the article by Lev
Ratner of St Petersburg and I trust that all the

The Society’s annual auction held at the Union
Jack Club in November 2001, proved to be
another successful event (the largest number of
lots to date) and a more detailed report will be
forthcoming from our Honorary Auction
Secretary, Bill Stoten.
The St Petersburg book, as some of you may
already be aware, is now available for purchase.
Without going into any detail regarding this fine
publication (the subject of which has been
excellently researched) our thanks and
appreciation must be extended to the two authors
Ian Baillie & Eric Peel, for their devotion and
dedication over the last ten years in making this
publication possible. It is a MUST for all
collectors of Russian Philately and further details
of the publication, cost and where to place your
order, is on the last page of this journal.
I would now like to take this opportunity on
behalf of myself and all those at BSRP, to offer
our hearty congratulations to Andrew Cronin and
all those at CSRP (Canadian Society of Russian
Philately), as in June of this year they will be
celebrating their 25th anniversary and 50th edition
of their journal publication (The Post Rider).
Finally, I must make another apology for not
having a colour feature in this issue, basically
there was insufficient material that justified
colour. The colour items we do have are being
held over to BJRP 88 when they will be
complemented with some full colour ‘Gems’ from
the Popov Musuem.
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A Message from the President
There are a number of factors which make
the task of taking on the ultimate
responsibility for our Society a very
worthwhile one. Perhaps I should start by
acknowledging our proud history as a
pioneering organisation back in those days
when Russian philately, at least in the
English speaking world, was shrouded in
darkness. One need only browse through
back issues of this journal to appreciate the
depth of erudition and commitment of
earlier members who shed so much light on
what are now considered to be the
fundamentals of our hobby. As the work of
the Society continues, it is a further
encouraging factor to note our currently
healthy state. Today we have an
increasingly international membership, a
thriving journal of world-class quality and a
highly successful annual auction which last
year presented the world's biggest ever
amateur offering of Russian material. These
things, of course, were achieved only after
much dedicated work carried out by your
officers and committee.
Our past and present may justly give us a
sense of inspiration and continuity, but it is
the future that really matters more than
anything. In order to develop and protect
this future, your officers and committee
need to take stock of what our membership
really wants, to define goals, and most
importantly, to keep their eyes on the ball
as we try to achieve them. One of our
biggest challenges is to maximise the
benefits of today's ever changing technical
environment. The very essence of serious
philately is ongoing research, classification
of both material and data and the
publication of information. Modern
technology has revolutionised all of these
activities and as a society, we must
continually examine and question the way
we do things. We should, however, never
lose sight of the fact that technology is no
more than a tool to facilitate what is
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essentially a people based activity. A hobby
giving pleasure, stimulation and satisfaction
to a broad church of members, ranging
from the academic philatelic researcher and
the international exhibitor, to the basic
general stamp collector.
I mentioned above the need to take stock of
what our membership really wants. This is
why last year members were invited to
participate in a survey to determine just
this, and I am most grateful to those who
responded. The returned questionnaires
have recently been analysed and already
some changes have been made. For
example, we now realise that several
participants at London meetings were
unhappy when closed committee meetings
held at lunchtime, over-ran and caused
delays in the afternoon's programme. We
listened to what members told us and
henceforth, with sole the exception of AGM
day, separate dates will be set for
committee meetings.
I end this message with a plea to all UK
based members. Philately can be a great
social activity and I ask you to make a
resolution to attend at least one of our
London or provincial meetings this year.
Catalogues, journals, e-mail systems and
websites are certainly very useful but they
can never be a substitute for personal
contact. We try to make our display
programmes interesting and informative
and there is always time at our meetings for
philatelic chit-chat or even to acquire or sell
material during the bourse periods.
Please do come along:- I can assure you of
a warm welcome!

Terry Page.
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The Registered Mail of Russia (1872-1917) : Part 2
Lev Ratner – St. Petersburg
The 1872-1899 period
The “Provisional decrees concerning the Postal
Department” set out the purpose and system for
handling the postal circulation of registered
(заказные) letters in detail:
“Registered letters have been instituted in order to
allow correspondents to communicate in a more
secure manner. It is essential for registered letters
to be put in a paper envelope... and there should be
an inscription ‘registered’ (заказное) marked on
the envelope on the address side.
On reception at post offices, a receipt is issued for
registered letters. For each registered letter a fee of
10 kopeks is levied for each ‘lot’ weight (*see
translator’s note), 10 kopeks for the registration
and 5 kopeks for the receipt. Registered letters are
delivered to the addressee in towns, with a receipt
given for delivery. In case of loss of a registered
letter, the sender has the right to receive
compensation from the postal administration of 10
Roubles for each such letter.”
(* Translator's note: A 'lot' was a Russian unit of
weight of about 12.8 g.)

“Payment for a registered letter is by charges for
weight, for the registration and for the receipt, all
effected by postage stamps affixed to the envelope
on the address side, or by enclosing the letter in a
stamped postal envelope. A registered letter may
be left in a postal box. Such a letter, if totally paid
for in respect of weight charge and
registration, would be dispatched as a
registered letter.

Translated by Vasilii Zakharov - BSRP
guide to postal workers in applying…”, which set
out what postal employees should do under
varying circumstances. It was said here that
stamps affixed to the flap-sides of envelopes
should be accepted in payment and should not
forbid acceptance of the letter. It was explained
that, when a letter was taken from the post box
and registered in the record book, the receipt
should not be removed from the book, but
cancelled by being crossed out. Any letter taken
from the post box having an address or any
inscription not in Russian should be forwarded as
an ordinary letter. The “Guide to Postal
E m p l o ye e s … ” m e n t i o n e d t h a t ‘ a l l ’
correspondence accepted by the post and all
correspondence dispatched (with the exception of
open letters, completely-paid sealed letters, and
items in postal wrappers) should have marked on
them the weight and how much postal fees had
been charged in cash. The numbers used to record
a registered letter both in the registration and
receipt books should necessarily be written on the
address side”. [9]
This last requirement was frequently not
implemented and the majority of registered letters
only bore the registration number on the envelope.
Figure 4 shows a registered letter accepted at St.
Petersburg on 12 April 1872 and paid for in total
by 35 kopeks: 20 kopeks for 2 lots letter weight,
10 kopeks for registration and 5 kopeks for the
receipt. This is the very earliest example of a
registered letter known to the author.

It is forbidden at post offices to accept as
registered letters any letters having
corrections or blots in the addresses, or any
inscriptions. Registered letters intended to be
delivered to the home of an addressee are
considered to have been delivered correctly if
they have been handed over at the apartment
of the addressee and signed for by any person
declaring either that he is indeed the
addressee or that he has been nominated by
the addressee to receive it.” [8]
The “Provisional decrees concerning the
Postal Department” were followed by “A
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Figure 4
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The registered letter shown in figure 5 was
accepted at St. Petersburg on 14 August 1872,
enclosed in a stamped envelope of amount
insufficient to cover the cost of franking. Only 25
kopeks had been paid, 10 kopeks for 1 lot weight,
10 kopeks for registration and 5 kopeks for
receipt.

Over many years the registration books continued
in use for some ‘undefined’ duration, namely,
until they were full. For this reason, registered
letters can be seen with numbers well into the
thousands (figure 6).
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Figure 6
Figure 5
The “Provisional Decrees…” required that the
address on registered letters be written in Russian.
But for internal circulation within Poland and
Finland it was permitted to accept such letters
with addresses written correspondingly in Polish
or Finnish. Examples are known of dispatch of
such letters to other regions. There are also
examples of registered letters delivered to the
Baltic regions, where the addresses were not
written in Russian.
The sender of a registered letter could obtain a
receipt of delivery to the addressee. The form of
receipt remained the same as before 1872 and the
fee for sending it, paid by the sender, was 10
kopeks.
At the wish of a sender, a registered letter could be
delivered to a recipient at a post office. To do this,
an inscription was added to the envelope ‘delivery
by notification’ (выдать по повестке).
A
notification was then sent to the addressee, which
needed to be presented at the post office in order
to receive the letter.
In 1874 a new form of the books for recording
registered letters was established: an acceptance
book, form No. 2 and a delivery book, form No. 8.
Form No. 2 was printed with postal receipts
(coupons or talons), which were filled in and torn
out after a letter had been registered and these
were issued to the sender to confirm acceptance of
his registered letter. For a long time, no date
stamp was used on these.
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Registered post was sent with registers listing
each letter by name and by weight. Even if there
was only one registered letter in a dispatch, they
were sent by separate post-packets.
In St. Petersburg, delivery by postmen of
registered letters from general (main) post offices
took place for the first time only from 1 July 1872,
From 1875, deliveries were made from town post
offices. When delivering letters to houses, the
postman would record delivery in the Form No. 8a
book, termed the delivery book and the letters
would be handed over with signature of the
addressee in that book.
For employees of the Postal Administration
concerned with transport of post on railways, there
also was issued a “Handbook…”. This listed the
few railway stations that were ready to accept
registered post in 1872. ‘Registered post may only
be accepted at post offices at railway stations in
the following towns’ [10]:
St Petersburg
Moscow
(Nikolaevsk, Nizhni Novgorod,
Ryazan, Kursk, and Smolensk Stations)
Brest
Riga
Kiev
Saratov
Libava
Vilno
Orel

Revel
Kharkov
Rybinsk
Kursk
Tsaritsin
Odessa
Warsaw

Dynaburg
Rostov-on-Don
Koslov
Smolensk
Nizhni Novgorod
Voronezh
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It was also stipulated here that any letters
delivered to postal wagons with 'registered'
written on the letters (even with a full postal fee
paid) would be sent on as ordinary letters. In
other words, no registered letters could at that
time be accepted at postal wagons. This rule
continued until June 1876, when it became
permissible to accept registered post at these
wagons.
Since registered letters to Constantinople and a
number of other eastern ports were sent via
ROPiT, the Postal Department stipulated that for
any letters addressed to these places additional
charges should be levied of 20 kopeks for each lot
weight, 20 kopeks for registration, and 5 kopeks
for receipt in respect of each separate letter.
Registered post destined to Constantinople etc.
were sent to Odessa made up into a post-packet
‘together with any other correspondence to be sent
there’; this ‘other’ correspondence was sent to
Odessa for sorting and the Odessa stamp could be
put on it.
Later, when registered correspondence was sent to
the Far East using mercantile ships, another
principle was used. Here, post addressed to
Vladivostok, Poset, Yanchikha, Kamen-Rybolov
and the Aleksandrovsk Post (on Sakhalin) was
sent to Odessa ‘consigned together to destination
according to the required procedure’. The
collection of post-packets ‘to destination’
excluded sorting of registered correspondence at
Odessa and, in accordance with postal regulations,
there could be no Odessa or national cancellation
mark added. Cancellation marks of mercantile
ships could be added to correspondence taken on
at Odessa and stamped either on board or at ports
of call.
According to regulations, registered letters
accepted without stamps, or with stamps of
insufficient value, should be delivered to the
addressee without demanding the deficit fee and
hence without any ‘postage due’ (доплатить)
mark, while any loss should be compensated by
fining the postal employee responsible for the loss
of such a letter.
During the period 1872 to 1874, the Postal
Department several times turned its attention to
the question of postal procedures, but no serious
revisions were made in this time. In September of
1873 changes were introduced to the “Provisional
Decrees concerning the Postal Department”, in

accordance with which it became possible to
dispatch ‘any closed envelope, even those not
enclosed in a wrapping separate from the letter’.
From 1872 ‘recommended’ (рекомендованные)
letters, as for registered letters, could be delivered
to the house of an addressee, but for some time the
procedure for paying for them (internal and port
fees) remained as it was before, since Russia was
bound here by international conventions.
As a consequence of further agreements with
Germany and Austria and with other countries, the
tariffs for letters was made to be the same as that
for letters sent internally. However, registered post
sent abroad was to be paid for in cash, as before.
According to regulations, the address on letters
destined abroad was written in French or German,
but the town and country names needed to be
written also in Russian. Later it was accepted that,
if a post employee could understand what was
written on a letter and could register it correctly,
then the Russian names could be omitted.
In September of 1874 at Bern, Russia signed an
agreement of the International Postal Union. This
agreement came into force on 19 June 1875
(1 July, new calendar) and this agreement required
the introduction of new postal regulations and
tariffs. The changes began on 1 January 1875,
when ‘recommended’ correspondence started to
be paid for with stamps. One can say that from
this time ‘recommended’ correspondence finally
became identical to internal registered post.
From the beginning of that year, it was permitted
to accept town-registered letters, in those towns
where there existed town post offices. Such letters
were paid for in total by: 3 kopeks for a letter, 10
kopeks for registration, and 5 kopeks for receipt.
From that year also in St. Petersburg, registered
correspondence marked ‘delivery with
notification’ (выдать по повестке) began to be
delivered not only at main post offices but also at
town offices.
The instructions of Circular No. 527 dated 9
January 1875 stipulated that: ‘On correspondence
coming to Russia from Germany, on which it is
still usual to inscribe ‘Recommandirt’, another
will henceforth be made, namel y
‘Eingeschreiben’ (recorded, i.e. ‘recommended’).
In addition on ‘recommended’ letters.... from 20
January of this year, a label will be added by the
German post indicating ‘Eingeschreiben’... as
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well as the number under which the letter was
registered at the place of acceptance’ (figure 7).

7 kopeks for obtaining a receipt at delivery of
registered correspondence.
The receipt on accepting
correspondence for registration began
to be issued without charge.
This same circular stated that
‘postage stamps for paying the
notification of receipt should be
affixed to the... notification form, at
the time of dispatch’. The concept of
registered post was extended and
valuable money packets began to be
included.
At the beginning of 1879, the Postal
Department introduced a new type of
form for notification of receipt. The
text on the form was both in Russian
and French and was intended for
sending items abroad (figure 8).

Figure 7
The order concerning changes in
postal tariffs which was accepted on
24 April 1875 came into force on 19
June 1875. Payments for
registration, for receipt on handing in
and for the delivery receipt for
registered letters remained as before.
At the same time, it became possible
to accept, as registered post, open
letters and items in postal wrappers.
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then in Russia, namely, that written
correspondence sent via Kyakhta to
Urga, Peking and Tientsin (Тянь-Изын) should be
In postal documents of the time the notification to
paid according to tariffs for internal
the sender that correspondence had been delivered
correspondence.
was called ‘notification of delivery’ or
‘notification of receipt’ and the document
In the autumn of 1878, an International Postal
announcing this was termed a ‘return receipt’, for
Congress took place in Paris of members of the
internal mail and ‘notification of receipt’ (avis de
International Postal Union and the resolutions
reception) for international correspondence.
agreed there forced Russia once again to change
her postal tariffs.
In a third circular of June of that year, the
administration of the Postal Department instructed
Circular No. 1 of 14 February 1879 issued by the
the ‘Regional (Guberniya) Postal Direction to
postal administration announced the introduction
prepare this form using only Russian…’. In
from 20 March of new tariffs and these included:
practice, forms with both languages were used for
internal correspondence as well. The forms of the
7 kopeks for registered correspondence,
1879 type remained in use for some years.
1
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The “Instructions for using books” of 1881
introduced new types of ‘return receipts’ for
internal post and ‘notification of reception’ for
mail sent abroad. The forms for these
continued to be used, with some changes, for
many years and are well known to collectors
(figures 9 & 10). Examples of ‘notification of
reception’ forms being used for internal
registered post are known.
On 1 January of 1886 a dispatch office
(Экспедиция) was set up in St. Petersburg for
town post and from March of that year, on all
registered post handled by that office, a stamp
using crimson ink began to be used. In order to
ensure that this regulation was carried out
properly, the sorting departments working for
the dispatch office and handling registered mail
were forbidden to possess black marking ink.
In 1886, registered mail began to be accepted
at telegraph offices. In a note dated 31
December 1885, the head of the Post and
Telegraph Administration, N. Bezak, wrote:
‘An agreement has been reached between the
St. Petersburg post offices and the Direction of
the city telegraph to allow reception of
registered correspondence at certain telegraph
offices.’ [11]
In June 1886, it was announced that, when
accepting open letters with pre-paid reply, a
registration fee should be taken only for the
letter, without taking into account the
associated form for reply. In the same year, the
General Administration of Posts and Telegraph
(ГУПиТ) defined the procedure (at the wishes
of a sender) for return of registered mail or for
change of address. For such requests notified at
a Post Office a sender paid 14 kopeks, the
same as for a sealed registered letter of 1 lot
weight. This fee was paid in stamps, which
were affixed on the notification of return or to
the form for change of address. To make such
requests at telegraph offices, payment was
made, as for telegrams, in cash.

Figure 9
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On 1 January 1889, the cost of registration and
notification of reception for international mail was
increased to 10 kopeks.
It is impossible to give a precise date for when a
hand-stamp began to be used on delivery receipts
for registered post. The “Guide to Postal
Employees…” says that a hand-stamp should only
be used to mark delivery receipts for money and
valuable packets and for valuable parcels. In the
“Summary of decrees and instructions of the Post
and Telegraph Administration”, published in
1885, it is also said that reception receipts should
be hand-stamped for any items for dispatch for
which an insurance fee had been paid.
In June of 1898 a new type of delivery book was
announced, Form No. 2 ‘for recording insured
correspondence’, allowing receipts to be cut out.
Nothing was mentioned there, in describing the
procedure for filling in receipts, about placing a
postmark on them, but on specimen receipts there
appear the letters ‘м.п.’ signifying ‘place for
postmark’. It would seem that the addition of a
postmark on receipts and for reception of
registered mail became a permanent feature from
that year.
An official announcement that a postmark should
be added to registration receipts was only made in
August of 1900. The unofficial use of postmarks
on delivery receipts for registered post is known
from documents of 1874 when, as a note made
about verification, it was mentioned that the
receipts for accepting registered letters should
have a postmark added.
Correspondence involving cash on delivery was
introduced in Russia on 1 January 1888. In the
announcement by the head of the General Post and
Telegraph Administration, in a circular dated 16
November 1887, it was mentioned that:
1. If an addressee wishes to receive money sent to
him, a sender may associate with his
correspondence a payment, i.e. stipulate the sum
that should be paid to an addressee when receiving
the correspondence.
2. A charge should be made for the following
internal correspondence (with the exception of
items addressed to Finland): closed registered
letters, registered items in postal wrappers...
Note: Correspondence with cash on delivery is
not allowed for items posted abroad.
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3. For correspondence with cash on delivery, in
addition to any usual fees, a special charge is
made to the sender of 2 kopeks for every Rouble
(or fraction of a Rouble) to be delivered to a
recipient, with a minimum charge of 10 kopeks.
Before 1904, payment for post with cash on
delivery was paid for in cash. The rules for post
with cash on delivery were constantly changed
and added to. There is a very considerable volume
of documentary information about this, but a
separate article would be necessary to give a
complete account. In the present article, the
question of post with cash on delivery will not
further be mentioned.
Registered post began to be accepted by ships of
internal lines in 1893: ‘from the 1 June of this
year telegrams and registered post will begin to be
received on steam-ships carrying mail on the
following lines: Nizhni Novgorod—Kazan—Perm
and back and Kazan—Astrakhan and return.
Similar operations are to be opened from 14
October 1893 on steam-ships of the CrimeaCaucasus line between Odessa and Batumi.’. [12]
In places where registered mail was transferred
between State and Zemstvo post, the transfer was
effected by receipt in a delivery book from
recognised agents of the Zemstvo. If a loss of a
postal item occurred, the compensation to the
sender was paid by the Zemstvo postal
administration.
Documents of the end of the 19th century and
beginning of the 20th often mention together the
introduction of postal operations at local district
(Volost) level and at railway stations having no
post offices (evidently because of the common
feature they had of conducting postal operations
by persons other than postal employees). The
acceptance and delivery of registered mail of the
State Post began at local districts and at railway
stations without post offices in 1900. We shall
consider this period further on.
Exceptions to the above were Siberian railway
stations having no post offices and local districts
in regions having through-roads. The acceptance
and delivery of registered post here (with the
exception of mail requiring cash on delivery) was
already taking place from mid-1895. These postal
operations were carried out by responsible
officials at the railway stations or in local districts.
All post accepted or delivered between postal
wagons and nearby post offices was date-stamped
(with place name). The regulations mentioned that
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the ‘supervisors at local post-telegraph regions
will supply railway stations with acceptance and
delivery receipt books for recording registered
correspondence... and with date/place stamps...
All registered letters and items in postal
wrappers...
will have a date stamp
impressed, indicating the time of receipt and
t he ti me o f disp at ch fo r t h e
correspondence.’ [13]
The same stipulations appeared in
“Provisional regulations governing postal
operations in local districts (Volost) near
regions of the Siberian railway”.
According to a list [14] appearing in
September 1898 of local districts and
Siberian railway stations, postal operations
involving acceptance and delivery of
registered State post occurred at the
following:
Volosts
Tobolsk Province
Tomsk Province
Akhmolinsk Region

Table 2
Year

1874

1885

1893

Type of
item sent
Internal Registered
Mail:
─ of which local

2 543 824 10 538 967 20 198 215
─

254 014

694 183

167 393
198 421

759 329
731 928

1 191 135
1 131 230

International
Registered Mail:

111
9
1

Stations
Omsk-Chelyabinsk section
Omsk-Krivoshchekovo
Krivoshchekovo-Achinsk

The amount of registered mail handled by the post
during various years of the period we have been
considering can be judged from the figures in
table 2.

14
13
6

Registered mail was transferred at stations or at
local districts and recorded in books for ‘postage
due’ and registered post, which were kept there for
six months and then sent to the nearest postal
department.
In Circular No. 58 of 30 June 1892, the head of
the General Post and Telegraph Administration
allowed postal departments handling a large
volume of mail to accept registered post (except
those with cash on delivery) but using 'private'
register books. These books were made according
to the format prescribed, not by the postal
administration but by the dispatchers. The
dispatchers themselves recorded registered post in
their private acceptance books and a postal
employee, accepting the correctness of the
payment record, made a confirmation in the
appropriate place in the books and added their
date-stamp. The receipt of the recipient, confirmed
by the postal date-stamp, acted as the delivery
receipt for registered mail.

─ sent
─ received

By way of comparison, the quantity of ordinary
letters (open and sealed) and items in postal
wrappers sent in 1874 amounted to 62,019
thousand and 254,948 thousand in 1893 [15]
Before talking about hand markings, hand-stamps
and labels on Russian registered mail, we should
note that many of them were prepared by different
printing organisations (see Sovetskii
Kollektsioner, BJRP and others). There is no point
in listing them here, especially since these handstamps and labels, made in different places, varied
greatly in dimensions, engraving, size of letters,
colour etc. In what follows, therefore, unless
otherwise stated, the examples given will be the
more typical or interesting of them.
More than two decades after the introduction of
registered post, the most widespread marks used
on internal mail were made by hand: the word
‘заказное’ (registered), the registration number,
the weight and so on. In addition to these marks,
international registered correspondence in those
days also had the word Recommandirt
(sometimes with one ‘m’), Recommendee
(sometimes with one ‘m’ or one ‘e’),
Eingeschreiben, Registered etc..
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Figure 11

Figure 12

Figure 13

At the middle of the 1870s the use is known of a
stamp ‘ЗАКАЗНОЕ’, but this was not in
widespread use. Analysis of registered post
shows that such hand-stamps were used both at
post offices and by the senders themselves
(figures 11-13).

(PEKOMEHAOSAHO)

The ‘заказное’ hand-stamps used by senders are
of more varied form and have differing
engraving, letter size, framing, raised fields etc.
However, it is not always possible to determine
where a given hand-stamp was produced.
During the 1890s the use is known of a
‘ЗАКАЗИОЙ’ hand-stamp, intended for use on
registered postal packets. Between 1872 and
1875 a ‘РЕКОМЕНДОВАНО’ hand-stamp was
used (figure 14).

Figure 14

Figure 15

Figure 16

From the beginning of the 1880s, a letter ‘R’ in a
circle was used on letters sent abroad. These
hand-stamps all had very similar engraving, but
some differed in the diameters of the circle (18 –
21 mm) and in the number of points in the letter
R (figures 15 & 16).
A very rare example of hand-stamp is one
showing the type of dispatch in Russian and in
German together (figure 17).
In the case of dispatch with notification of
delivery, an inscription was made ‘with return
receipt’ (с обратноой распиской or с
уведомлением о (в) получении), ‘Avis de
Reception’. The St. Petersburg main post office
used the Avis de Reception hand-stamp.
Figure 17
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Here, in the instructions to the employee taking in
registered post at the dispatch office for transmission
abroad, it was said that as a preliminary both the Avis
de Reception and the R hand-stamps should be
prepared and later it mentions that ‘when a return
receipt is required, then the Avis de Reception mark
should be put on the correspondence by hand-stamp’.
[16]

Figure 19

Figure 18

In the 1890 years, in Moscow, St. Petersburg,
Tsarskoe Selo, a hand-stamp with ‘A.R.’ was
used (figure 18). It seems that such a handstamp was used in other places, because
somewhat later there was an advertisement for
preparation of such hand-stamps as ‘hand-stamps
for return receipts with the letters A R’.
Letters
marked
‘delivery
with
notification’ (выдать по повестке) were issued
at post offices. In this case the recipient signed a
receipt on receiving the letter, while in the
reception book the postal employee handstamped ‘выдано по повестке’ (issued against
notification). In the 1900s, the use of a hand
date-stamp is known which includes such a text.
If an addressee did not turn up following a first
notification, for control purposes the second
notification sent had on it ‘вторичная’ (second),
figure 19. It was hand-stamped both upon the
notification and on the letter. Such hand-stamps were produced in
St. Petersburg in 1875.

Figure 20

Any mail taken from a postal box was marked to that effect. Such
a mark was frequently made on the back of a letter (figure 20).
During the period we are considering, the marks signifying that an
item had been collected from a post box were most usually done
by hand, but hand-stamps were also used. In the article mentioned
earlier by B. Kaminskii ‘Postal Tariffs in Pre-Revolutionary
Russia’ reference is made to a letter of 1881 with just such a handstamp. Archival documents show that similar hand-stamps were
used in St. Petersburg in the 1890s (figures 21 & 22). Markings
signifying return or forwarding of a letter were done by hand.
Registration hand-stamps used in St. Petersburg for
registered mail sent abroad are of particular
interest. The first examples of such hand-stamps
were used at the dispatch office for foreign
correspondence (Dispatch Office No. 5). Such a
hand-stamp (figure 23) is known on letters of
1884 – 1893 with size 36.5 x 20 mm. There are two
kinds, differing in the letter sizes and in the
dimensions of the word 'St. Petersburg' (lengths of
word 21.0 mm and 19.5 mm). Impressions are of
crimson colour.
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From the beginning of the 1890s, this
Dispatch Office (No. 5) used hand-stamps
(figure 24) also of two different forms.

'.;,( .:~':"~

.

~✓~

With similar engraving, they differed in a
number of dimensions, as shown in the
table below. The colour of impressions
was crimson, in various shades.
In 1894, as a sample, a hand-stamp was
proposed similar to the previous ones but
without frame, and with the R continuous
rather than formed from dots. There is
nothing known about its use, but in 18951896, a similar hand-stamp was used with
a dotted R (height 11.5 mm and width 8.0
mm) , figure 25.
Type

Size of Frame (mm)
Height

Width

1

44.5

16

2

42.5

15.5

In March of 1895, the Dispatch Office for
receiving mail destined for abroad at St.
Petersburg issued a note which said: ‘In
view of the fact that there have been
occasions when there was no hand-stamp
on registered letters destined for abroad, it
is proposed to introduce a new hand-stamp
with letter R, with acceptance number, and
with the number of the office’. [17] This
note showed examples of the proposed
registration hand-stamps. In accordance
with the specimens shown, the numerals of
the post office numbers on the hand-stamps
were engraved in Arabic form, while for
telegraph offices they were in Roman
numerals (figure 26).
On 5 May 1895, 40 hand-stamps made as
described were distributed to those post
and telegraph offices in St. Petersburg
accepting registered post: 1-11 to Town
Offices, No's 1-11 correspondingly to
Crown Offices, No. 12 to the Main
Telegraph Office (1st.), No. I to the
remaining telegraph offices, respectively
from No. II to No. XXXIX, with the
exception of 14,15 18 and 19 offices, to
which no hand-stamps were sent.

14
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Figure 24
Size of
R

Length of Word (mm)
St

Petersburg

Russie

12

8.5

30

19

11

11

7.5

18
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These hand-stamps (figures 27-28) were used
during 1895-1899 and the colour of impression
was crimson or violet.
At the end of the 1890s, hand-stamps were used
at a number of offices having engraving different
in several respects from the official ones: the
form and size of the letter R, sizes of lettering, the
continuous frame and its size etc.
All the registration hand-stamps mentioned above
are seen only rarely on registered mail sent
abroad.

Figure 27

Registration marks on internal registered
correspondence were as a rule added by hand
during this period, although cases are known of
using composite hand-stamps for registration.
The use of labels by the Russian post for
registered mail began on 1 January 1899. A
Circular No. 58 by the Head of the General Post
and Telegraph Administration announcing their
introduction stated: ‘In order to record
registration numbers correctly in register books
and also in order to define the exact place of its
reception, a paper label should be glued to the
address side of each registered item sent, or
where convenient, bearing a printed inscription
showing the place of acceptance and the number
in the acceptance register. These labels should be
prepared either in the form of tear-off coupons in
acceptance book No. 2, or in separate sheets. The
record of sequential numbers should be made so
as never to exceed one thousand, with a view to
speed up the record of registered items in the
register’.

Figure 28

In the notes sent with the circular it was said that
the instructions concerning
introduction of labels do not apply to
postal wagons, for which it was
required, as before, for registered
items collected in postal wagon boxes,
clearly to mark (by hand) the number
of the wagon and the serial number
used to record these registered items,
for example p.b. No. 35.
No example of the label mentioned in
the circular is shown here, because in
practice there were so many different
forms. Labels came in perforated form
(sometimes with varying pitch), or as
cutout coupons, and had various sizes
(figures 29 & 30).

Figure 29

Figure 30
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They were printed on white, red, green, rose,
yellow or violet colours and with paper ranging
from thin and smooth to thick and coarse.
It is often difficult to determine the dimensions of
labels, because many have been unevenly torn out
etc., but it can be said that they were between 23 to
45 mm in length and from 10 to 34 mm wide.
Many post offices prepared the labels as required,
with printed indication of the place of acceptance
and with the registration number. But many labels
are known where the registration number was
inserted by hand (figure 31). This was more
convenient for postal employees, when the labels
were not together with the acceptance register, but
in separate sheets.

Figure 31

There were more serious violations of the requirements set out in the
circular, when the name of the place of acceptance was put on the
labels by hand, or added by rubber stamp either on the letter, or on a
small piece of paper glued on the letter as a label.
Russian post offices abroad used labels of regular pattern (figure 32).

nopr-

aprypb

Figure 32

950

Telegraph offices indicated
on the labels they used that
they belonged to the
t ele gr a ph o r gan isatio n
(figure 33).
Post offices at railway
stations indicated that they
were part of the railway
postal department. (Figures
34 & 35).
In large towns having many
communications with
abroad, both Russian and
Latin letters were used on
labels for registered mail.
There had been no
instructions in documents by
the postal Direction at that
time concerning the language
that should be used on labels
for items sent abroad. In
some towns, when using
Latin letters, the labels
showed the names of the
town in different spellings:
for example, Kiev and Kieff,
Charkov and Charkoff, etc.

Figure 33

l'eBen ·z. A-

591.
Figure 34

Figure 35
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Many cases are known where different post
offices in the same town used labels printed
on paper of different colours (St. Petersburg,
Moscow, Riga etc.) or, over a quite short
period of time, typographical labels, labels
with stamps printed on them, or hand-stamps
directly impressed on envelopes (Libava,
Mitava and others).
The labels used in Moscow
in the early period (figure
36) were replaced in the
second half of 1899 by new
ones with a red border
(figure 37).
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Figure 36

Figure 37
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Harry von Hofmann in his
book
“Registered...
Recommandirt” [18] gives
yet another example of a
Moscow label, on a letter
accepted in January of 1899
(figure 38), but one can not
consider this label to be
genuine. It is evident that, at
some later time, a label of
the next generation had been
glued on. First of all, in
January of 1899, examples of such labels had
not even been planned by the postal
administration and they came into use only a
year later. Secondly, it can be seen that the
label partially covers a hand-written
registration number. Thirdly, at the upper part
of the label, there is an ink line which does
not have any continuation on the letter
(probably, an inscription on the item from
which the label was taken, extended to the
label itself).

:,~i~t:?ti

Labels are known (figures 42 & 43) with a
full stop or without it after the letter R. The
dimensions of the frame around the label are
27.5 - 29.0 mm in length and 19.0 - 19.5 mm
in height.
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Figure 38
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The labels used in St. Petersburg (figures 3943) were on paper of red, red-rose, lilac and
crimson colours.
Frequently these labels (figures 40 & 41) bore
a rubber-stamped "С.П.Бургъ" on them of
various sizes and in black, violet or blue
colour. The number of the office receiving the
registered item was added either by hand or
by means of a hand-stamp.
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Figure 41

St. Petersbourg.

R. X!

928

Figure 42
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Telegraph counters in St.
Petersburg more frequently
used labels of white paper and
they were of different form
(figure 44).
A registered letter sent from
Libava in January 1899
(figures 45 & 46) is interesting
because it bears an impression
of a "Либава" hand-stamp
used for post-packets, on
which such labels were used
to indicate the place of
sending. The letter was
received at St. Petersburg
damaged and, in accordance
with regulations, the torn
section was sealed using
sealing wax and stamped with
the seal of the post office for
forwarding ordinary internal
mail; an inscription was made
on the letter with the
signatures of the relevant
postal employees.

Figure 44

l
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The specific features of
Finnish post are not discussed
in this article, but we should
point out that labels for
registered correspondence sent
internally in Finland began to
be used by the postal
administration there
significantly earlier than by
the State Post in Russia.
Figure 45

Figure 46
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Summarising the very many violations of
regulations in handling registered mail, the head
of the General Post and Telegraph Administration
noted in June 1899 that labels are frequently used
with indication of place names impressed using

rubber stamps and with hand-written numbers,
while labels are being glued on correspondence
without sufficient care. It was proposed not later
than 1 January 1900 to introduce a new form of
labels and a stricter procedure for using them.

Editor’s note: Illustrations of covers are reduced to 60% full size
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Posted in Tuva: Two Covers from 1932 and 1944.
Gwynn Williams
As Terry Page observed in his review of “The
Post-Rider 46” (BJRP 85, page 68), little
other than philatelic covers for Tuva exist.
Commercially used covers are therefore of
considerable interest. In this paper, I describe
two such covers, both posted in Kyzyl, the
capital of Tuva, one in 1932, the other in
1944.

journal “Sparks of Science”, 25k. per issue, an
illustrated journal”; also, “Flame - 25k. per
issue” and “First Light” (as in the sense of
dawn) - “a children’s magazine, 15k. per
issue”. Subscriptions could be taken at
“Moscow 9, Staikenicha Street, House No.
7/1, head office of the newspaper “Whistle”,
and at all branches of the Post Office”.

1. Fifth Provisional Issue

Covers of this issue are scarce. Cronin and
Stephen describe a single similar cover
bearing the 35k. on 18k. value, posted in
Kyzyl on 16-2-33 and arriving in Harbin,
Manchuria 33 days later.
It was also
registered with a manuscript mark (2).

My first cover bears a single stamp of the fifth
provisional series: SG37, an 18 kopek value
of the third ethnographic definitive series
surcharged 35k. in black, applied locally at
the Post Office, Kyzyl, using a metal
numbering machine (figure 1a).
The overprints were required due to the lack
of stamps of the new postage rates that were
introduced on 1st December 1931 (1). 35k.
was sufficient to cover the 15k. cost of a 20g
international letter, plus the extra 20k. charge
for registration.
The stamp is tied to the cover with a black
Kyzyl III cds, dated 7-7-32. Impressions of
this cancellation are known from 30th May
1931 to November 1935 (1). The cover also
bears an unusual registration mark, handwritten in violet, No. 631. It is backstamped
Moscow, 24-07-32, a transit time of 17 days
(figure 1b). This is typical of the period,
having shortened from the 23-26 days of the
late 1920s (1).
The cover was sent by S M Panteleeva, Post
Office, Kyzyl, Tuva, to T Maximovna
Panteleeva, of Flat 570, Wing 14, Building
11, Khavsko-?Mabolevsky Lane, Moscow
26 - probably from brother to sister.
The envelope is also of interest. It was printed
with spaces for the addressee and sender on
the front and carries magazine advertising on
the reverse: “Read the popular scientific
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2. Seventeenth “Changed Colours” Definitive
Issue
My second offering is a cover from Kyzyl to
Moscow 9. It is franked with three stamps: a
30k. value from the 1941 17th series (SG119)
on the front (figure 2a), and a 10k. value from
the same series (SG116 - fishing) and 10k.
value of the 1936 13th “15th Anniversary of
the Republic, Air Mail” series (SG101 horse-drawn reaper) on the reverse (figure
2b).
It appears that the 17th issue was produced as
a stopgap measure prior to ordering a major
series to commemorate the 20th Anniversary
of the Republic. Designs from previous
issues were reused, printed in different
colours and in the case of the 10k./30k.
stamps, with the Jubilee dates contained in the
original designs removed. The value of the
30k. stamp was also altered from its original
value of 80k.
Between March and May 1941, 137,920
stamps of the 10k. value, and 42,350 stamps
of the 30k. value were received in Tuva (1).
Today, stamps of the 17th issue are scarce,
but not uncommon, as they were sold in mint
condition through Soviet philatelic shops.
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CTO stamps, however, were not produced, so
cancelled stamps are rare. Covers even rarer:
the main authorities, Blekhman, and Cronin
and Stephen do not describe any (1, 2).
The stamps are cancelled in black “KbZbL
11-5-44 TbBA” with the Kyzyl V “a”
postmark, which remained in use in Tuva
from early 1933 to at least 1945 (1, 3). It also
bears a registered handstamp in black “R Kizil
Touva No....”, with the registration number
inserted by hand in violet ink. This mark was
in regular use in Kyzyl from 1938 on.
Payment of 50k. was sufficient to cover a
registration charge of 20k, plus an
international letter of up to 40g. The cover is
backstamped with two types of Moscow
cancellation, both dated 1-6-44, a transit time
of 21 days.
The cover also has a censor mark on the
reverse “Examined by the Military (or War)
Censor 16760” and bears signs of having been
opened a resealed at the right edge. By this
stage of World War II the Germans had been
repelled from the gates of Moscow, but the
country was still very much on a war footing,
with large areas of the Ukraine, Belarus and
the Baltic States still under occupation.

It was sent by S V Lashchenko, Kooptory (an
abbreviation for “Trade Co-operative”?),
Kyzyl, to Olga ?Viyahorovna Gorykova, flat
20, house 14, Kalashny Pereulok, Nikiskiye
Voroty, Moscow 9.
The cover provides a relatively late example
of Tuvan stamp usage as, five months later,
the country was absorbed into the USSR in
October 1944.
References
1. Blekhman S M 1997 (trans Ron Hogg).
The Postal History and Stamps of Tuva.
Tannu Tuva Collectors Society Inc., Lake
Worth.
2. Cronin A and Stephen W S E 1958-64.
Tannou Touva. A General Survey. Rossica
56:100, 61:38, 66:63.
3. Cronin A, Weikard H and Taylor R. 2000.
The “KbZbl a, b & c” postmarks applied in
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Back Numbers
Back numbers of BJRP are available from the Honorary Treasurer.
For further details of availability and cost, please write to:
Mr Alan Blunt,
Riber House, 13 Auden Close,
Osbaston, Monmouth, Gwent, NP25 3NW
e-mail ablun@skynow.net
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Figure 1a

Figure 1b
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The Belgian Armoured Car Battalion in Russia.
Marcus & Yelena Sherwood-Jenkins
Some time ago I acquired a cover at auction
which bore the cachet of a Belgian Armoured
car detachment serving in Russia. This rather
caught my imagination and over the last few
years I have ferreted out a few more and
researched the unit concerned along with
details of its postal history.

Unit History
In November 1915 the armoured units at the
disposal of the Russian Army were increased
by the addition of a Belgian auto-armoured
battalion (the name shown in Russian
documents). In Belgian sources, this battalion
is officially called “Corps Expeditionnaire des
Autos-Canons-Mitrailleuses Belges en
Russie” (Expeditionary Corps of Belgian
machine-gun cars in Russia).

the 13th of October 1915. On October 20th it
arrived at Petrograd. Initially they were
quartered in the barracks of the Imperial
Guards at Peterhof. Because of the severe
Russian winter the Belgian officers and
soldiers were given a winter uniform sewed
specially for them - quite colourful sheepskin
coats and papakh (Caucasian fur cap).
On the 6th of December 1915 an Imperial
review of the battalion took place in
Tsarskoye Selo and on 28th it left for
cantonments at Zborov, twenty miles from
Tarnopol on the Galician Front. On arrival it
was incorporated into the Army of General
Brussilov.

The history of this unusual unit and its
associated philately is what follows.
In spring 1915 in Paris a separate Belgian
armoured unit - Corps des Autos-CanonsMitrailleuses - was formed from Belgian
volunteers under the command of a Major
Collon. That unit - corps, actually a
detachment or battalion - was intended for
military actions in the West, being deployed
on the Yser front. However, this part of the
front had been flooded as a barrier to the
Germans. This and the eventual stabilisation
of the front over there into trench warfare put
the armoured vehicles out of business. At the
same time on the Russian front heavy battles
were taking place in Galicia, where the terrain
was suited to armoured vehicles. Therefore
the King Albert of Belgium offered the
battalion to Nicholas II. As it was not
permitted by Belgian law to lend the troops in
this manner volunteers were again called for,
with most of the unit volunteering.
The Belgians left for Brest and departed from
there in the steamer “Wray Castle” on
September 20th arriving at Arkhangelsk on

24

The Tsar reviews the Regiment at Tsarskoe
Selo, 6th December 1915

Lieutenant-General Shishkovitch inspecting
the armament of a Mors Armoured car, armed
with 8 mm Hotchkiss machine guns. South
Western Front 1916.
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commanders’ (or staff) armoured vehicles
without weapons. (Later, these were
dismantled for spare parts for the armoured
vehicles.)

This and the following picture were both
taken in January 1916 during an inspection
by Lieutenant-General Shishkovitch, Chief of
staff of the 9th Army.
Peugeot armoured car, armed with 37 mm
canon.

This picture is a rare photograph , showing as
it does the armoured command car (front).

The battalion was first in action on June 4th
1916 in an attack on the Tarnopol-Lemburg
front. The attack was repulsed. In that
August it took part in the battle of Zborov and
was also prominent in a number of smaller
actions. Its combat losses amounted to some
15% of personnel.

The battalion comprised 359 combat
personnel and 275 specialists and
maintenance men, 13 armoured vehicles (6
with cannons, 4 with machine guns and 3
commanders' cars), 6 cars, 20 lorries, 18
motor-cycles and 130 bicycles. “Mors” and
“Peugeot” were the main types of armoured
vehicles.
The Battalion breakdown was as follows:
Unit
Officers
Headquarters
1
1st Battery
1
2nd Battery
1
3rd Battery
2
4th Battery
5
Depot staff
2
Maintenance crews ?

Men
10
51
44
48
141
65
275

Each car weighed 3.5 tons and was equipped
with either two "Hotchkiss" machine guns or
one 37 mm cannon. Thickness of armour
varied between 3 and 7 mm. The armoured
vehicles had a 35 horsepower “Minerva”
engine. The crew consisted of 3-4 persons.
Besides the combat vehicles, there were three

The unit at its base in Zborov, August 1916.

Russian and Belgian soldiers pose alongside
a Mors armoured car, South Western front,
1916
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In June of 1917 following Kerensky’s coming
to power the Battalion took part in the
initially successful Brussilov offensive, being
now reinforced by the British armoured car
units under the command of Colonel LockerLampson. In the fighting from 28th June to
31st July the unit distinguished itself and was
mentioned in dispatches by General Kornilov
who had taken command from Brussilov.
In November of 1917 the unit was ordered to
rejoin the Belgian Army. In January 1918 the
battalion was located in Kiev and it left the
southwest front for Moscow on February 20th
1918, arriving on the 25th.
Because
patrolled
evacuate
made its

the way to Arkhangelsk was
by Bolsheviks the Belgians had to
via the Tran Siberian Railway. It
way via Viatka, Perm, Omsk, and

Irkutsk, like the Czech Legion it encountered
some problems with local soviets but
eventually reached Vladivostok. It embarked
on the S.S. Sheridan on May 24th 1918
arriving in San Francisco on June 12th,
travelled overland to New York, by sea to
France arriving in Bordeaux in July thence by
rail back to Belgium. However only the
Battalion personnel left Russia. All the
armoured vehicles, by that time including
Russian types, had to be left behind in
Vladivostok.

Postal history, covers and markings
A number of covers were reported by J Barry
in the December 1956 Journal, mainly
addressed to the journal "Mot du
soldats" (Soldiers’ Word) at Baarle Hartog/
Baarle - Duc Belgium. The covers reported
below are new finds and
include one sent from
the unit’s commander
Brigadier Renotte. At
the e nd of th e
descriptions is an
updated summary of the
markings now known.

Cachet
Cover 1 (Reduced to 75%)
Sent by:
To:
Markings on rear:

Postes Centrale Petrograd, Brigadier Renotte, Auto canons Belges, Russie.
Monsieur Gaston de Coster, Paris
Black Petrograd CDS date stamps: small circle type 13.11.15 and large
circle type No. 27 dated 27.11.15 (Russian calendar).
Russian military censor cachet No.: 382.
Markings on front: Manuscript “S.M.” in place of stamp.
Violet unit cachet in Russian reading “automobile artillery and machine
gun regiment-Belgian army in Russia”.
(J.Barry type 3 BSRP Journal No. 21 December 1956)
26
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Cover 2.
A postcard of Tarnopol (near
where the unit was based) to
Madame A. Bouloe, Paris.
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Markings on rear:

Black Russian Reserve Field post office 213 dated 9.2.16. (Russian
calendar)
Violet Boxed 19 censor mark
Violet Boxed Petrograd military censor no: 174.
Manuscript "A.C.M. Poster Centrale Petrograd, Armee Belges".
Markings on front: Franked with a single Romanov 4k. stamp cancelled in black Russian
Reserve field post office 213 dated 9.2.16
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Card1:
Postcard of Briansk,
again to Madame
Bouloe in Paris. A
simple message "A.
C.M. Armee
Belgique, Jean".
This card was
posted whilst the
unit was en-route to
Zborov which
probably accounts
for the terse
message.

Markings on rear:

Black Briansk circular date stamp -.1.16
Black Petrograd 1st exped. circular date stamp 7.1.16. small type with
serial letter
Black Petrograd 1st exped. circular date stamp serial 23, large type.
19.1.16
Violet boxed censor marking number 782.
Markings on front: Franked with a single arms series 3k. stamp on the picture side.
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Card 2:
Postcard of
Tarnopol (near to
the units base)
sent to Mde.
Bouloe in Paris.
The message is
not clear and one
line of text has
been scraped
away - possible by
the censor. The
last line of text is
however clear and
reads: “Armee
( Belge front
Russie"
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Markings on rear: Boxed violet censor No.: 172
Black Polevar Post Kont. Circular date stamp with three stars at base, dated 26.9.16
Black Part small type circular date stamp Petrograd 1st exped.2.10.16
Small violet boxed number 40 censor marking.
Franked on the rear with an arms type 2k. stamp (additional 1k. Romanov on front)
Markings on Front: 1k. Romanov stamp cancelled with a black circular date stamp of Polevar Post
Kont. No 20.
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Card 3:
Postcard of the
Kazan Park
on Nevsky
Prospect,
Petrograd..
Sent by:
“Jean”.
To: Madame le
Bouloe, Paris.
Message:
headed
“Petrograd
7th December
17” reads “I'm
leaving for
Kiev to rejoin
the corps des
A.C.M to
return to
Belgium.”

Markings on front: Black "Paris xvii 9.30, ?? 1918" CDS
Markings on rear: Boxed 73 censor mark in violet
5k. arms stamp cancelled with two black oval "Petrograd -Vitebsk 27.11.17"
Railway date stamps. (This date shows that the post office was using the old
style Russian calendar whilst the soldier was using the western calendar.)
Circled "T" mark in black.
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Card 4.
Postcard of the
Nicholas bridge
Petrograd from
“Jean”to Madame
A.Bouloe, Paris

Markings on rear: Franked with two 1k. Romanov stamps cancelled with black Russian Reserve Field Post
Office 213 dated 25.2.1916 (Russian calendar). (J.Barry type 2 BSRP Journal No. 21
December 1956). This ties up with the Barry information which shows some members
of the unit still in reserve in Petrograd as late as May 1916.
Violet Russian military censor No. 525.
Boxed violet 19 censor mark.
Violet circular unit cachet “Belgian Armoured Automobile Division - Divisional
Command” (J.Barry type 4 BSRP Journal No. 21, December 1956)
Black “Paris R.P. Etranger 6.30, 8.iv.1916” arrival CDS.
Manuscript “A.C.M. Armee Belgie Poste Centrale Petrograd”

Summary of known markings
Origin Postmarks

Field Post office No:213
(author’s collection)

Field Post office No:20
(author’s collection)
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Field Post office No.8
(J.M.Barry, BJRP No. 21)
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Unit cachets

Round circle: "Automobile Artillery & Machine Gun Regiment"
Inside inner circle: "Belgian Army in Russia"
(author’s collection)

Round circle: "Belgian Armoured Automobile Division "
Inside inner circle: "Divisional Command"
(J.M.Barry BJRP No. 21)
(There is also a similar design but inscribed as follows:
Round circle: "Belgian Army in Russia"
Inside inner circle: "Armoured Automobile Division"
(Reported by J.M.Barry, BJRP No.21)

Text identifications:

"A.C.M. Poste controle,
Petrograd, Armee Belgie."
(author’s collection)

"Armee Belge, Front
Russie"
(author’s collection)

("Armee du front sud Ouest" reported in use in July and August 1916 by J.M.Barry BJRP No. 21.)
Sources:
Author’s collection
“The Belgian armoured car division in Russia 1914-1918” by J Barry, BJRP Number 21, pp. 645 647, December 1956.
“Armoured Cars of the Russian army 1906-1917”, Moscow 2000 by Mikhail Baryatinsky and
Maxim Kolomish ISBN 5-88879-029 (Russian Text)
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A Latvian puzzle from 1920
Robin Joseph
A year or so ago, I acquired what was
described as ‘A Stampless Postcard of a
Volga Steamer, with a message in
code.’
Figure 1 shows the reverse side, which
is an illustration of the Fast (Express?)
Steamship ‘North’ of the Caucasus and
Mercury Steamship Company operated
on the Rybinsk Line (River Volga).
Figure 2 shows the front of the card ,
which was sent from the LATVIAN
town of STUKMANI (Kreis Riga),
which is near Plavinas
( St o e k m a n s h o f) , a n d b e a r s a
cancellation dated 29th January 1920.

Figure 1 (Reduced to 75%)

The
card
is
addressed to:
1st Neatkasibas
bat(allion)
1st Liepajas Pulko
(Regiment)
1 s t
R o t a
(Company)
1st Reoda? (Squad
or Section ?)
F.Krieger jkgm
It is, in fact, an
example
of
Latvian Military
Free
Franked
Mail, sent to a
soldier on active
service, during the
last stages of the
Latvian War of
Independence.
(‘Operation Winter’, the joint Polish-Latvian
attack on Dunaburg, the last Bolshevist-held town
in Latvia , was completed on 5th January 1920.)
The message is in code, but not censored.
Further research is required
The questions which remain are:

Figure 2
1)
What is the code used?
2)
Can any member decipher the message?
3)
Why was the card not censored? Could it be
that the code is, in fact a military code, so would
be immediately deciphered by the censor?
If any members can decipher the code, or provide
further information, would they please write to me
c/o the editor.
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Receipts - Addendum
Noel Warr
Further to the article in BJRP 84,
Professor Ilyushin of Moscow has been
good enough to send details of receipts in
his collection. I have added a few more to
mine, including a selection from the town
of Ostrog (Ostrov), Volinsk Gub. (a post
office in 1830 and a post and telegraph
office from 1888 K&R).
—

Two receipts from Krasnoyarsk Pochtovoi
Kontore for “Strakhovoe” or Registered
letters to St. Petersburg, February 4th
1853 and July 21st 1855. Note that the
space for the insurance fee is stroked
through, and the word “Strakhovoe” is
included in the hand-written description of
the item being posted, confirming that the
receipts are for registered and not insured
items (figure 1) [compare with figure 2 in
the original article in BJRP 84]. Also
similar (to figure 2 in BJRP 84) is a receipt
from Pskov, December 23rd 1856, for an
insured letter to Toropets.

Figure 1

There is now another receipt similar to
Jack Moyes’ 1857 receipt [figure 4, BJRP
84], but this one is from the St. Petersburg
Pochtamt (Main Post Office) 28th January
1859 for an insured letter to ? (figure 2).
Jack Moyes’ 1863 receipt [figure 6, BJRP
84], was the only one then seen with the
overprint “For the receipt 5 k.”, the fee
having been increased from 3 k. to 5 k. in
1862, but now we can add a receipt of
February 9th 1863 for a registered letter
from Kamenets Podolsk to St. Petersburg.

Figure 2

....

There are two unusual receipts of the
“1861” type (with the re-drawn eagle)
that state that they are for a “franked
letter”; the original fee was 2 k. but one
of September 17th 1863 has had the 2
.nopTOBblX"L ,
altered to 5 by hand (figure 3) and the
·•··n
··. llOW.JIHn "·
second, of April 23rd 1864, has likewise
Figure 3
been altered by hand but also has the
overprint (figure 4). The rates for both are
the Austro-Hungarian Empire). At this period,
10 k. for postage, 10 k. for carriage and 5 k.
exterior mail could be posted franked or un-franked;
for the receipt = 25 k. total. I cannot
it looks as though the sender had the option of
determine where either originates but both
recording despatch of his letter. There are NO
appear destined for Lemberg, (Galicia, part of
regulations on the backs of these two receipts.

32
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Figure 5
Figure 4
A receipt for a registered letter of 7th Dec 1876
from Ostrog (Ostrov) to Zhitomir (figure 5) - the
regulations on the back state that it is for a
zakaznoe ili rekomendovanno letter - both
meaning “registered”, zakaznoe being used for an
internal item, rekomendovanno for external mail.
There are further receipts from Ostrog (Ostrov)
for insured letters [as figure 11, BJRP 84] but
dating from 1878 and 1879 (figures 6, 7a & 7b),
the regulations stating that they are for either
insured letters or for parcels.
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Figure 7a
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Also [similar to figure 11, BJRP 84] there are two
more receipts from Ostrog (Ostrov) dated 3rd and
31st July 1895 (figures 8 & 8b) for insured letters
(or “money packets” as the receipts note) but that
have an option for “Cash on delivery” and for a
commission fee - both have been stroked through
as not applicable on these receipts.
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Figure 8b

Figure 8a
Two identical and interesting receipts from
Ostrog (Ostrov), 29th May and 3rd July 1895
(figure 9), with blank reverses (i.e. NO
regulations) and each with a fee of 5 k.,
would seem to be for the sealing of either a
packet or a parcel with sealing wax - both of
these being for a packet.

.......................................... no•imoa .............
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) naKeTa aa ML.r./. . .........no KH. ~1
6) llOCLillKH8a1-l'l! ............................no KH. M S:--1f--t---ll--

H Tor o .

Figure 9

Professor Ilyushin has two pairs of receipts
from Moscow for registered mail (figures 10
& 11), one pair from the 5th Town Post
Telegraph branch office 28.9.11 and the
other, similar to HvH p278, also 5 GPTO
31.12.15.

Figure 10
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Figure 11
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He has two further receipts that are identical and
are similar to one that I have. The two are from
Berislav for despatch of a parcel to Kherson, 2 V
and 3 VI 1914 and are without a postmark

(figures 12a & 12b): the regulations refer to
insured mail and do not mention parcels. Mine is
for an indeterminate item from Minsk 11.4.15.
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Figure 13
The final two receipts for registered
letters [similar to figures 16 & 17, BJRP
84] are very simple stating that they are
for a registered despatch and adding
“To …”. The first is postmarked Brest
Station serial “a” 5.3.15 (figure 13) and
the second Novorossijsk Station serial
“a” 29.9.16 and going to Mineralnii
Voda (Mineralniya Vodi) (figure 14).
Ian Baillie told me that there were three
copies of each receipt, set out side by
side: one to go with the item to its
destination, one for the consignor and
one to be kept in the book of the
despatching post office. One imagines
that those receipts with part of the edge
inscription are cut out of the receipt
book and are thus the post office copy.
A parcel card Lodz 1.12.09 to Hapsal
4.12.09, COD 6 r. 40 k, has the receipt
attached to it (the one that went with
the item) (figure 15): the number 480
on the receipt matches the number on
the label on the card and the postage
noted of 59 k. is the total of the stamps
on the card, the COD figure is the same
on both.
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Figure 14

Figure 15
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The parcel was destined to Gerasim Feodorov
who either couldn’t be found or didn’t think the
parcel was worth paying 6 r. 40 k. for, as there is
on the front of the card (figure 16) the
abbreviation “Vozvr” and on the back (figure 17)

f ';o,-

o oTot,,af

several lines beginning with the same
abbreviation, indicating that the parcel was to be
returned. This is borne out by the Hapsal mark of
4.2.10 and the Lodz mark of 12.2.10.
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We can both add more to the section on
Perevods (Money Transfers) and can extend
the range back to 1st October 1898 with a
receipt from Mittau Pocht. Telegr. Kont. serial
“5” sending 15 k. by post to St. Petersburg
(figure 18). A receipt of 14 VII 1899 sends
200r. by post from Vilna to St. Petersburg.
Another of 8 III 1903 sends 11 r. 20 k. by post
from Moscow XII Town Post branch office
serial “2” to ? (figure 19). There are several
receipts from Ostrog (Ostrov), 1906 to 1910,
that enable us to read the marginal inscription
which runs КНИГА ПОДАВАТЕЛЬСКАЯ
ФОРМЫ No. 1 = Book of the Giver/Presenter
Form No. 1 and shows that there are four
receipts to a page.
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Figure 17

Figure 18
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There are further receipts: St. Petersburg
(figure 20) and Dvinsk, 1911; Varklyani, Vitebsk
to Rezhitsa 1914; Rostov on Don 1915 and 1916,
the one sending 75 r. (figure 21a) and the other
150 r. (figure 21b), both to Petrograd. Finally there
are two receipts [as figure 25, BJRP 84] from
Ekaterinodar, one sending 25 r. and the other 20 r.
to Baku, both 23.10.15.
When branching into sidelines one doesn’t know
quite where one will go or end up. I feel there is
more to be determined from these receipts than I
have been able to deduce and note here, that would
add to the detail of what we already know about
the postal system in Russia.

Figure 20

Figure 21b

Figure 21a

(Editor’s note. Figures 1 - 4 & 15-17 are reduced to 50%, the remainder to 75%)

Used Abroad Chronicle
Can you add to the Russian Post Offices Abroad ??
Articles, Queries, Unexplained Item(s), Questions, Answers or Comments.
Please write to:

Dr William Stoten,
2a Birbeck Road, Enfield,
Middlesex, EN2 0DX, UK

Advertising in BJRP
Would you like to take advantage of limited space available in future issues?
Reach the real collectors.
You can take the inside or outside back cover
A full or half inside page.
For further details and offers, please contact

Mr Terry Page.
30, Furze Lane, Purley
Surrey, CR8 3EG, UK

e-mail terry.page1@btinternet.com
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Is this cover genuine in all respects?
Trevor Pateman
Editor’s note : This article was presented by Trevor at the Manchester Regional meeting of BSRP in September 2001
and won the Stibbe Rose Bowl, presented for a display embodying original research.

The background
to this research is
the appearance
on the market in
the last ten or
twelve years of a
considerable
q ua ntit y
of
Armenian
archive material
from the period
1918 - 1928. It
has become clear
that much of this
material
has
been enhanced
since coming out
of the archives in particular, by
the addition of
g e n u i n e
adhesives
to
stampless items,
to which they are
tied by forged
cancellations.

/!J:1,

1
~~-~ ~

Figure 1 shows a
stampless
registered cover
(acquired by me in 2001) despatched from
KARAKLIS ERIVAN ‘a’ on 17.3.20 and arriving according to the receiver cancellation on the reverse at
ERIVAN ‘d’ on 21.3.20. There are no other markings
on the reverse and I believe the receiver cancellation to
be genuine in all respects - it IS the ERIVAN ‘d’
cancel and it WAS applied on 21.3.20 - and if not,
only because someone forgot to adjust the date slugs.
I also believe everything on the front of the cover to be
genuine. Someone did address this cover, in Cyrillic,
to the Erivan District Court and did write ‘Registered’
at top left. Someone did hand it in at Karaklis Post
Office where a manuscript Registration cachet was
created in violet ink and a number ‘244’ added in
violet pencil. In the same pencil, though now slightly
faded at the exposed top of the envelope, someone

38

Figure 1
wrote ‘3p 50k’ and initialled it. This could indicate
either that 3 roubles 50 kopeks was received in cash to
pay for despatch or that 3 roubles 50 kopeks would
have been the fee payable if the sender did not enjoy
free frank privilege. I think the former more likely,
even though Karaklis did have Dashnak adhesives
available around this time: stamp (b) in figure 2 is a 3
rouble 50 kopek imperforate stamp with framed Z
overprint used at Karaklis.
I do not know what to make of the ‘1153’ in violet
ink at the top, but I assume it genuine. I do believe
the KARAKLIS ERIVAN ‘a’ cancellation dated
17.3.20 to be genuine. The features of this strike
correspond to examples I have held for some years
and from a number of sources.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)

(k)

(l)

(m)

Figure 2
My holdings are all shown in figure 2.
Four features of this cancel are crucial to what follows:
1. The shape of the ‘L’ in ‘KARAKLIS’
2. The shape of the ‘S’ in ‘KARAKLIS’
3. The upper line of the horizontal bridge
4. The shape of the serial letter ‘a’

However, for the moment, my first conclusion is
that the cover shown on figure 1 is genuine in all
respects and I do not regret buying it.
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Figure 3
Now turning to figure 3. Here is a cover addressed
in Armenian script (which I do not read). The
violet ink of this address looks different to the
violet ink used to write ‘N 1’ at bottom left and to
write what looks like ‘335’ (but isn’t) on the right,
but I don’t doubt all this manuscript material
genuine original.

- the shape of the ‘S’ of ‘KARAKLIS’. This is
more rounded than on the figure 1 example and on
stamps (d), (f), (l) and (m). However, a rather
weak rounded ‘S’ does show up on the rare cutout item (a) in figure 2 and on stamps (f) and (g).
So though this feature alerted me to the possibility
of forgery, it is not decisive.

There are two KARAKLIS ERIVAN ‘a’
cancellations on the front of the cover. One rather
faded at bottom right is dated 8.9.20 and one
rather clearer to the left dated 2.9.20.

- the upper line of the bridge. In figure 1 and on
stamps (a), (c), (d), (e), (f), (g), (h), (i) and (l), this
shows a small upwards bump just to left of centre.
The cancel dated 2.9.20, though it shows breaks in
the upper line, has no bump.

I think the cancel dated 2.9.20 is forged and
probably added in the last few years. This cancel
differs in many respects from other strikes,
specifically:
- the shape of the “L” in KARAKLIS which has
a small foot to the left. This is not present on the
figure 1 example nor on the stamps that show this
letter clearly - stamps (d), (f), (l) and (m) in figure
2:
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- the serial letter ‘a’. I cannot see another strike
where the ‘a’ has such a thin, squared off tail. The
characteristic Karaklis ‘a’ is smoothly rounded
and rather thicker in appearance. The figure 1
strike is typical in this respect.
I conclude that the 2.9.20 cancel is forged,
however apparently odd it may be to use a forged
cancel on the front of a cover that already has a
despatch cancel.
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Figure 4
When we turn over this cover, we get figure 4.
Here we have:
Receiver cancel ERIVAN ‘d’ 11.9.20 which
I believe to be genuine. It is 3 days posterior to the
8.9.20 despatch cancel and 9 days later than the
2.9.20 despatch cancel. (The cover on figure 1 was
four days in transit).
Cachet in violet ink in Armenian script with
number ‘736’. I can only hazard a guess that this
is a Registration cachet and genuine. However, the
ink is more like that used for the address on the
other side, rather than the other markings.
Towards the lower edge, what I take to say
‘10p’ - 10 roubles, initialled, is in the same violet
ink as the cachet. I take this to be genuine.
Two Imperial Arms 20 kop. perforated
stamps, surcharged with monogram and 5 r.
(type 2). These are genuine stamps and
surcharges.
- The stamps are tied by KARAKLIS
ERIVAN ‘a’ dated 2.9.20. I believe this to be

from the same forged canceller as used on the
front. The stamps have been added to a stampless
cover and tied with this forged canceller.
As a dealer, I reckon the price ratio between a
stampless cover and one with adhesives to be the
order of 1 to 5, so, to fake a cover in the way that I
suggest has happened, is economically rational.
The adhesives cost a couple of pounds each. The
market value of the stampless cover in figure 1 is
around £150 - £200; the stamped cover would, as
genuine, command £750 - £1000.
I bought the second cover at the same time as the
first. I bought it as genuine and regret doing so.
But this has been a difficult case to assess. Is there
any collateral or circumstantial evidence that
might help settle the matter?
Figure 5 is a photocopy of the back of a
Registered cover from DZHELAL OGLY TIFL
‘b’ dated 1.9.20 to Erivan District Court (the same
destination as the cover in figure 1). I do not have
this cover in my possession, only the photocopy.
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This third cover is also
franked at 10 roubles by a
pair of 5 r. (Type 2)
surcharges on 20 kop.
perforated Imperial Arms
stamps, tied by a Dzhelal
Ogly cancel. What interests
me about this pair of
stamps is this: the stamps
are centred slightly high
and the red of the centre
and value figures is slightly
shifted right and upwards,
so that the ‘0’ of ‘20’
touches the ornament to its
right. If we now look back
to the stamps on the second
Karaklis cover, they show
exactly
the
same
displacements.
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Figure 5

It is my belief that the stamps on the Karaklis
cover and those on the Dzhelal Ogly cover came
from the same sheet. These stamps were not
applied in those post offices but in a very good
forger’s workshop.
Even from the photocopy, it is possible to see
that the ‘G’ and ‘L’ of ‘OGLY’ which tie the
adhesives differ from the same letters on the
cancellation on the front of the cover. Moreover,
it happens that I have one stamp (figure 6) used
at Dzhelal Ogly on which the ‘L’ is clearly
visible. This ‘L’ matches that on the front of this
photocopied cover (figure 7) and does not match
the ‘L’ on the reverse of the cover illustrated in
figure 5.
Since in both cases the forger has left his or her
mark in the letter ‘L’, I shall call these and other
related forgeries which I have examined Family
L Forgeries. I should perhaps add that though
collectors and dealers of my acquaintance think
they know who the people involved in the
making and distribution of this material are,
none of their names begin with L!

Figure 6
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Postscript
Peter Ashford, who examined the material in
this article, notes that the length of the flag on
the ‘Ъ’ at the end of KARAKLIS, is notably
shorter on the cancellation that I argue is forged,
than on the genuine strikes illustrated.
Figure 7
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Used Zemstvo Postal Stationery: Ustsysolsk,
Rzhev and Kadnikov
Terry Page
In BJRP 86, I displayed covers from the
collections of two of our readers who had taken
the trouble to respond to my first article. Our
review of used Zemstvo postal stationery now
continues with two further items from my own
collection and yet another interesting PSE
submitted by a reader. We start, though, with a
local cover of considerable philatelic importance
from Ustsysolsk.
The first Ustsysolsk PSE was issued in 1871 and
only did service until the appearance of adhesive
postage stamps the following year. Even mint
examples of this first envelope are scarce and I am
unable to record a single used item. Postal
stationery was reintroduced in 1889 with the
characteristic bear of Ustsysolsk providing an
attractive design for the new 2 kopek red
indicium. Careful attention was given to the
production of this issue with no less than four

different dies being used to print the range of
envelopes. Among the half a dozen or so items
known in used condition, the local letter illustrated
in figure1 is particularly significant as it bears the
only known strike of the very first Ustsysolsk
Zemstvo postmark. The envelope measures 149 x
120 mm. and is addressed locally to the village of
Kazhim. The indicium is cancelled in violet with a
perfect strike of the new large double-circle
postmark inscribed: ust'sisol'skoi uezdn. zemsk.
pochtiy (Ustsysolsk District Zemstvo Post), with
the centre left blank. Perhaps it was intended that
the date and/or the postal clerk's initials should be
entered in the centre. The handstamp obviously
fell out of use very quickly; possibly due to loss or
theft. This cover is ex Ferrari and Fabergé and was
one of the three Ustsysolsk PSEs chosen by Oleg
Fabergé for illustration in Imperial Russia
Zemstvo Post (Helsinki 1993).
- ,~

Figure 1
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The Zemstvo district of Rzhev made two basic issues
of postal stationery envelopes, both with a franking
value of 3 kopeks. The first was in 1888 and featured
an oval imprint containing the value "3" in lilac. This
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rare first edition was subsequently reprinted in two
distinct shades of blue. In 1891, a completely
different circular shaped imprint was introduced
featuring the arms of the district. Envelopes were
issued
with
indicia printed
in gold, blue or
brown-red
and
in
a
considerable
variety
of
papers, colours
and
sizes.
.--,.------Figure 2 is from
the second issue
with a gold
.
impression of
.
. .
the 3 k. indicium
'.
on a yellow
envelope size
154 x 120 mm.
(Ascher 3.1.b).
;:
This
locally
addressed letter
was cancelled
'
with a very fine
,-.
strike of the
oval datestamp
of the Zemstvo
Uprava on 29th
May 1893.
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Figure 2
Finally, I am very
grateful to Eddy de
Bruyne for e-mailing
me a scan of an
interesting Kadnikov
PSE from his own
collection. 4 k. postal
stationery envelopes
with green indicia were
issued in two sizes by
the Kadnikov Zemstvo
Uezd from 1884. The
laid paper used has thick
diagonal lines and
examples can be found
with these lines running
in either direction; a
variety printed on vertically laid paper is also known.
Figure 3 shows the smaller size envelope (142 x
88 mm.) addressed in an uneducated hand (with
grammatical errors) to a "Volost Bureau for Peasant
Affairs". The indicium has been cancelled in
manuscript with the date, 3rd September 1889, in red

4444

ink. During this period, letters
Figure 3
sent from the main PO would
have been handstamped on receipt and the m/s mark
indicates that the letter was received by a village
postal point for a very local delivery, probably within
the same volost as the addressee.
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Domestic postal rates of Russia for letters and
postcards (1844 - 1923)
Alexander Epstein (Tallinn)
This is a review in tabulated form of the postal rates
in force in Imperial and Soviet Russia starting from
the time when the rates became unified, i.e.
independent of the distance of delivering the mail.
This review can be regarded as the continuation of
our previous article on the ‘banderols’ rates (BJRP
83, 6-8, 1998).
In the part concerning the rates in Imperial Russia,
this review is based on a very comprehensive study
by Kaminski in Russian (Soviet Collector 22, 9-23,
1984; 23, 3-16, 1985; 24, 16-31, 1986; 25, 36-54,
1987; 26, 3-33, 1988; 27, 26-47, 1989).
Date

That paper itself is, however, rather difficult to read
because of a lot of details that prevent picking out
the essence, i.e. the postal rates themselves. As to the
Soviet rates, the well-known study by Karlinski, (see
translation into English in BJRP 60, 46-52, 1983) is
the basis but some of its aspects are critically revised.
Our intention for the future consists in publishing
similar reviews of the rates for other kinds of mail,
both domestic and foreign, as well as of those
applied in different areas of the former Russian
Empire, which were not under the Soviet
administration during the Civil War years.

Letter
Local

01.01.1844

Postcard
Inland

Local

Registration

Inland

10 k./lot

01.12.1845

5 k.1

10 k./lot

01.01.1872

5 k.2 , 3 k.3 , 5 k./2 lots
+ 5 k. for every lot over
2 lots 4

10 k./lot

3 k.5

5 k.

19.06.1875

as before

8 k./lot

3 k.

4 k.

20.03.1879

as before

7 k./lot

01.06.1903

5 k./lot 2 , 3 k./lot 3

as before

as before

as before

15.03.1909

3 k. (to 4 lots),
4 k. (4 to 8 lots),
+2 k./4 lots (over 8 lots)

as before

as before

as before

21.09.1914

5 k. (to 4 lots)
+ 3 k./4 lots (over 4 lots)

10 k./15 g.

as before

10 k.

5 k./30 g.

2 k.

01.02.1917 6

3 k.

10 k. (+ 5 k. for
receipt)
7 k.

15.08.1917 7

10 k./30 g.7

15 k./15 g.

5 k.

20 k.

28.02.1918

30 k. (to 6 lots)
5 k./lot (over 6 lots)

35 k./lot

20 k.

70 k.

15.09.1918 8

15 k./15 g.

25 k./15 g.

10 k.

25 k.

01.01.1919 9

(15 k.) (to 15 g.) 10
15 k./15 g. (over 15 g.)

(25 k.) (to 15 g.) 10
25 k./15 g. (over 15 g.)

(10 k.) 10

25 k.

01.11.1919 11

(1 r.) (to 15 g.)10
1 r./15 g. (over 15 g.)

(1 r.) (to 15 g.) 10
1 r./15 g. (over 15 g.)

(1 r.) 10,12

3 r.

10.03.1920 13

(5 r.) (to 15 g.) 10
5 r./15 g. (over 15 g.)

(5 r.) (to 15 g.) 10
5 r./15 g. (over 15 g.)

(5 r.) 10

5 r.
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I

I

Date

r

Letter

Postcard
Local

r
-

Registration

7

I Inland

Local

Inland

15.08.1921 14

100 r./4 lots

250 r./15 g.

100 r.

1,000 r.

01.02.1922 15

3 g.k./50 g.
(5,000 r./50 g.)

5 g.k./15 g.
(7,500 r./15 g.)

2 g.k.
(3,000 r.)

10 g.k.
(15,000 r.)

15.04.1922

30,000 r./20 g.

50,000 r./20 g.

20,000 r.

100,000 r.

01.10.1922 16

5 r./20 g.

10 r./20 g.

5 r.

15 r.

01.11.1922

10 r./20 g.

20 r./20 g.

10 r.

30 r.

01.12.1922

20 r./20 g

40 r./20 g.

20 r.

40 r.

01.01.1923 17

50 k./20 g.

1 r./20 g.

1 r.

1 r.

10.03.1923

75 k./20 g.

1 r. 50 k./20 g.

75 k.

1 r. 50 k.

01.05.1923

1 r./20 g.

2 r./20 g.

2 r.

2 r.

20.05.1923

1 r. 50 k./20 g.

3 r./20 g.

1 r. 50 k.

3 r.

10.06.1923

2 r./20 g.

4 r./20 g.

2 r.

4 r.

6 r./20 g.

3 r.

6 r.

5 g.k./20 g.
6 r. 50 k.
4 g.k./20 g. 20
5 r.

6 g.k./20 g.
8 r.

4 g.k.
5 r.

6 g.k.
8 r.

01.09.1923 21

10 r./20 g. 19
8 r./20 g. 20

12 r. /20 g.

8 r.

12 r.

15.09.1923 22

16 r. 50 k./20 g. 19
r./20 g. 20

20 r./20 g.

13 r.

20 r.

-

'

-

'

05.07.1923
'

20.08.1923

3 r./20 g.
18

19

-

~

13

01.10.1923

Rates of 20.08.1923 in g.k. but the evaluation factor continuously changed (see table)

01.12.1923

Rates of 20.08.1923 in g.k. without evaluation factor.

-

15.12.1923

I

I

as before

3 g.k.

I

as before

Air mail
10.06.1923

I

-

+ 10 r./50 g. on the normal rate in force.
Express mail

15.09.1922

23

200 r.

200 r.

500 r.

500 r.

01.01.1923 17

12 r. 50 k.

12 r. 50 k.

10.03.1923

18 r. 75 k.

18 r. 75 k.

01.05.1923

25 r.

25 r.

20.05.1923

37 r. 50 k.

37 r. 50 k.

10.06.1923

50 r.

50 r.

05.07.1923

75 r.

75 r.

90 g.k.

90 g.k.

'

01.12.1922

20.08.192324
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Notes:
1 For St. Petersburg and Moscow within special PS envelopes only.
2 For St. Petersburg and Moscow.
3 For other towns.
4 For letters delivered between St. Petersburg and localities within St. Petersburg District.
5 For every town where the town post functioned.
6 Abolished at the end of March 1917.
7 This and the two subsequent sets of rates stated that greetings postcards and visiting cards within
envelopes had to be franked according to the letter rate.
8 Effective only in the areas under the Soviet administration, including also the short-lived Estonian
Labour Commune.
9 Effective only in the areas under the Soviet administration, including the sovietised parts of Ukraine
(from) Latvia, Lithuania, White Russia, and Turkestan.
10 The weight charge (in brackets) was applied only to registered mail or overweight ordinary letters;
ordinary postcards and letters up to 15 g. were delivered free.
11 Effective only in areas under the Soviet administration. Introduced as from November 1st in Moscow
and Petrograd and from November 5th in all other areas.
12 According to the set of rates officially published, this amount was not collected for registered postcards,
i.e. the total charge was 3 r. However, this contradicts the logic of fixing the rates in the period under
consideration, so it could be an error and such items known to me are actually franked at 4 r.
13 Effective only in areas under the Soviet administration. Introduced as from March 10th in Moscow and
Petrograd, from March 20th in province centres and from the date of receiving the corresponding
notification from province centres in all other localities.
14 This and the subsequent sets of rates were effective in the RSFSR, Ukrainian SSR and White Russian
SSSR but not in the Transcaucasian Soviet republics and the Far East.
15 These rates were fixed in the gold (pre-WWI) kopeks and the evaluation factor should have been
announced by the beginning of every quarter of the year. Actually, it was given as 1 g.k. = 1,500 r. on
February 1st and no new evaluation factor was officially published by the postal administration on April
1st. These rates were not widely applied in practice until the end of the 2nd decade of February because of
vagueness as to the actual rules of conversion and some other reasons. Besides the officially recognised
rates of 5,000 r. and 7,500 r. for local and inland letters, respectively, also the rates of 4,500 r. and 8,000 r.
were applied.
16 This and the two subsequent sets of rates are fixed in Roubles of 1922.
17 This and the five subsequent sets of rates are fixed in Roubles of 1923.
18 This and the subsequent sets of rates up to the last but one are fixed in gold kopeks, but an evaluation
factor is fixed as well. In this case, it is 1 g.k. = 125 k. of 1923.
19 For Moscow and Petrograd.
20 For other towns.
21 Evaluation factor 1 g.k. = 200 k. of 1923.
22 Evaluation factor increased by two thirds
23 This and the subsequent rate are fixed in Roubles of 1922.
24 This rate is fixed in gold kopeks with an evaluation factor of 1 g.k. = 125 k. of 1923.
Evaluation factor in October and November 1923
Day

October November Day October November Day

October

November

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

400
410
415
425
435
445
460
460
475
482.5
490

620
630
640
650
660
675
685
685
690

1100
1130
1160
1160
1200
1240
1280
1320

700
710
725
750
750
765
775
775
790
805
820

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

498
505
518
518
525
535
550
565
585
610
610

820
845
865
890
920
950
980
980
1010
1040
1070
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24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
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The riddle of February 1922 domestic postal rates
Alexander Epstein (Tallinn)
As a matter of fact, this set of postal rates fixed in
the RSFSR officially as from February 1st 1922
was for some time a matter of uneasiness to me.
This feeling became still stronger after receiving a
letter from Robert Taylor, a prominent collector
from the USA, where he put about the same
questions. Now a very thorough and penetrating
paper on this subject by Eric Peel [1]...
Indeed, contrary to all previous sets of domestic
postal rates, this one was fixed not in the current
paper roubles but in conventional (pre-WWI) gold
kopeks that should be evaluated in the paper
roubles at the beginning of every quarter of year
according to the conversion rate announced by the
People’s Commissariat of Finances and
communicated to the postal establishments by the
Central Postal/Telegraphic Administration
(People’s Commissariat of Posts-and-Telegraphs).
This rate of conversion was fixed as 1 gold kopek
= 1,500 roubles [2] as of February 1st 1922 to the
end of March (the conversion rate announced for
January 1st was actually 1 gold kopek = 1,000 r.,
but the Central Postal/Telegraphic Administration
ignored this fact taking into account the strong
inflation). Simple arithmetic gives in this case for
printed matter (1 k.), postcard (2 k.), local letter (3
k.), inland letter (5 k.) and registration (10 k.), the
values of 1,500 r., 3,000 r., 4,500 r., 7,500 r., and
15,000 r., respectively.
However, the matter looks somewhat more
complicated if taking into account the rule of
evaluation given with the corresponding decree
and reading: “Sums under 500 roubles shall be
thrown away and those over 500 roubles shall be
considered for a thousand” [2]. Thus, there are
no problems with the postcard rate and
registration fee, but nothing is said as to what to
do if the sum is ended with 500 r. precisely. In
other words, the above rule was not formulated
correctly.
It is noteworthy also that the decree introducing
the new postal rates was reported by the People’s,
Commissariat of Posts and Telegraphs to the
subordinated postal/telegraphic administrations by
telegraph at least twice: on February 4th (Circular
No 33/119-33/122) and February 17th (Circular
No 33/184) [2]. This may mean that the first
circular was not widely accepted or understood, so
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it was repeated probably with some specifications.
Unfortunately, those circulars were not published
in the official journal, so we do not know their
exact content. Most probably, there were still
more circulars on the same matter, also not
published.
Returning to the above rule of evaluation, we see
that it could be understood by the postal officials,
at least, in two ways: either consider the sum
ended with 500 r. an exception, i.e. apply directly
the arithmetic, or approximate it to the next whole
thousand receiving 2,000 r., 5,000 r. and 8,000 r.
for printed matter, local and inland letter,
respectively. Probably, the postal officials in
different places were divided in the interpretation
of this rule deciding ultimately to choose the way
of evaluation they liked most. This can explain the
fact of two rival sets of postal rates (B and BX
according to Eric Peel [1]).
Actually, the Central Postal/Telegraphic
Administration never fixed these rates directly in
paper roubles, at least in the decrees or circulars
published in the official journal, although we do
not know whether this was done in either of the
telegraphic circulars mentioned above.
There is one more factor that should determine the
date of actual putting in force the new rates on the
local level as well as the ultimate choice of the set
out of the two rival versions. The stocks of stamps
available should be regarded as this factor. As a
matter of fact, the 1,000 r. face value was the
highest available by the date of the supposed
putting in force the new rates, i.e. February 1st
1922. For instance, one required seven 1,000 r.
plus two 250 r. stamps (definitives or re-valued
control and Postal Savings Bank (PSB) stamps,
(figure 1); the 500 r. definitives were issued in a
rather limited quantity and were available only in
Moscow and Petrograd, the 200- and 300 r.
definitives were re-valued 10 times a little later) or
30 stamps of the 250 r. face or conventional value
(figure 2) for franking an ordinary letter. As many
as 22 1,000 r. stamps or a combination of a still
larger quantity of the 1,000- and 250 r. stamps
would be required for a registered letter (see e.g.
figure 11 in [1]). If the large cities like Moscow or
Petrograd still had large stocks of these stamps,
this could not be said concerning the provincial
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Figure 1
Figure 3

Figure 2
post offices that hardly could let themselves use
the stamps in such quantities even if available.
True, there were also the 1-, 2-, 5-, 20-, and 40 r.
stamps of the first RSFSR definitive issue
surcharged “5,000 r” and “10,000 r”, respectively

(SG Nos. 234 through 243), which appeared in
February (the exact date of issue is unknown, but
it was certainly not the beginning of this month).
These stamps made the situation somewhat easier,
particularly for registered letters (figure 3).
Authorities differ in the appraisal as to the purpose
of these stamps. While V. Karlinski [3] states
them to be prepared to meet the domestic postal
rates initially planned for the January 1st
conversion rate (ordinary inland letter and
registration fee, respectively), they were destined
for the foreign rates then in force (ordinary and
registered letter, respectively), according to B.
Kaminski [4]. The relatively small quantities of
these stamps released for sale (about 4.4 million
of 5,000 r. and 3.2 million of 10,000 r. stamps),
were clearly insufficient for the domestic mail
support the second version. Thus, while
introducing the new domestic postal tariffs, the
Central Postal/Telegraphic Administration did not
worry in due time about the stamps to cover these
rates. The corresponding set of stamps appeared as
late as March and these were stamps with the face
values of 7,500 r. and 22,500 r. (SG Nos. 257, 259
and 260, about 8.5 million and 3.0 million copies,
respectively); two other stamps of 5,000 r. and
10,000 r. (SG Nos. 256 and 258) were released
only in April and were destined primarily for
foreign mail. Besides, the 250 r. stamp of the 2nd
definitive issue of RSFSR surcharged “7,500
RUB” (SG No. 250) was issued in mid-March in a
great number of copies (20 million), see figure 4.
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As these stamps appeared too late and
also some time was required to
distribute them over the country, the
Central Postal/Telegraphic
Administration ordered the use of PSB
stamps of 5 k. and 10 k. by surcharging
them to 7,500 r. and 15,000 r.,
respectively, in the Kiev Province, thus
sanctioning the issue of the so-called
Kiev provisionals. The corresponding
circular No. 43/335 [5], that ordered
also a 10 times revaluation of the 200and 300 r. stamps of the 2nd RSFSR
definitive issue (SG Nos. 215 and
217/222), is dated March 24th.
However, the PSB stamps were actually
re-valued at an earlier date and the
circular is in effect, only a post-dated
confirmation of this fact.

·tr
-----.
A

V. Sapozhnikov told us in his article
published in 1925 [6] the story about
the Kiev provisionals. According to his
information, also the officials of the Kiev
Province Postal/Telegraphic Administration were
not sure, what tariff in paper roubles should be
fixed for ordinary letters and decided first for
8,000 roubles. Consequently, 2,000 copies of the
5 k. PSB stamp were surcharged to 8,000 r.
However, on February 20th, a telephoned
telegram from the district administration was
received at the Kiev Main Post Office ordering the
surcharging of 100,000 copies of the 5 k. stamp to
7,500 and 30,000 copies of the 10 k. stamp to
15,000 roubles each. Actually, there 129,000
copies were surcharged to 7,500 r. and 1,000
copies to 15,000 r. as evident from the
corresponding act. The reason for this was not
explained. Both values were released for sale on
February 21st or 22nd (the latter is known as the
earliest day of use of the Kiev provisionals), the
“8,000” surcharge appeared, probably, a day
earlier.
However, V. Mogil’nyi [7] casts doubt on some
aspects of this information. First, based on his
own research in the archives, he cites a circular of
the Head of Kiev Province Postal/Telegraphic
Administration dated February 15th, where the
postal rate for ordinary local letters were clearly
fixed as 4,500 roubles and for ordinary inland
letters 7,500 roubles. This means that the “8,000”
surcharge, if legal, could be effected only before
the date mentioned above (although V. Mogil’nyi
himself makes a somewhat different conclusion
suggesting a strong influence of the local stamp
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Figure 4
dealers on this issue, the “8,000” surcharge in
particular; this version cannot be excluded as most
of the stamps surcharged “8,000” and “15,000”
came into the hands of these dealers). Only the
“7,500” surcharge was widely used up to the
second half of 1922. Secondly, the same
administration decided a day later that registered
letters should be prepaid in cash. In such a case,
there was evidently no need for 30,000 copies of
the “15,000” surcharge, so the drastic reduction to
1,000 copies (for franking of ordinary doubleweight rather than registered letters) seems
logical.
Be it as it may, the choice of face values for the
stamps issued in March and April clearly shows
that most local postal/telegraphic administration
(probably, also the central one) fixed the 7,500 r.
rather than 8,000 r. rate for ordinary inland letters.
Also 4,500 r. and 19,500 r. seem to be the correct
rates for the ordinary and registered local letters,
although no 4,500 r. stamp was issued and the
available 5,000 r. stamp, destined properly for the
foreign mail, was sometimes used for franking
local letters; nevertheless, the 19,500 r. rate was
still applied in Moscow as late as April 10th, see
table 6 in [1]. The 8,000 r. rate for ordinary letters
(and, consequently, 23,000 r. for registered letters)
persisted in many localities, including Moscow,
during February and even March 1922 as Eric
Peel demonstrated and is evident from table 3
hereunder. It seems that much depended on the
decisions taken by the local (provincial) postal/
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telegraphic administrations. No postal material is
available to clear the matter with the printed
matter rate (either 1,500 r. or 2,000 r.).
In tables 1 - 4 a number of additional covers are
listed, which were not mentioned by Eric Peel.
Most of them are available to me from the
photocopies kindly presented by Robert Taylor, to
whom I express my deep gratitude. The listing is
made in the same table form as in the original
article.
One should wonder only, why, when fixing the
postal rates in gold kopeks, the Central Postal/
Telegraphic Administration was not quick to
understand the advantages of issuing the stamps
also of the gold kopek values as was done a little
later in Soviet Armenia. As little as a month and a
half passed and the domestic postal rates were

drastically increased and there were again no
stamps to match those rates!
As to the increased postal rates introduced
allegedly from April 1st 1922 (10,000 rub for
ordinary inland letters, 20,000 for registration etc,
C-period according to Eric Peel), it is evident at
least, that they were not proclaimed officially for
the whole country. In other words, a new
conversion rate between the gold and paper
currency was not announced by the Central Postal/
Telegraphic Administration, although this should
be done by the beginning of the 2nd quarter of
1922 as stated when introducing the rates in gold
kopecks. It seems, however, that it was done on a
local level in some areas, incl. Kiev and
Ekaterinoslav Provinces (see table 8 in [1] and
table 4 in this article).

Table 1
Type
Ord. local letter

Rate

Where

Source

Date

5,000 r.

Moscow

Robert Taylor

18.4.22

Table 2
Type

Rate

Where

Source

Date

Ord. inland letter

7,500 r.

Bugulma

Robert Taylor

19.2.22

Ord. inland letter

7,500 r.

Tikhoretskaya

Author (figure 1)

24.2.22

Ord. inland letter

7,500 r.

Ekaterinburg

Author (figure 4)

17.3.22

Ord. inland letter

7,500 r.

Kharkov

Author (figure 2)

20.3.22

Reg. inland letter

22,500 r.

Astrakhan

Author (figure 3)

20.3.22

Reg. inland letter

22,500 r.

Kharkov

Robert Taylor

10.4.22

Reg. inland letter

22,500 r.

Cherepovets

Robert Taylor

18.4.22

Table 3
Type

Rate

Where

Source

Date

Ord. inland letter

8,000 r.

Bezenchuk, Samara

Robert Taylor

24.2.22

Ord. inland letter

8,000 r.

Epifan, Tula

Robert Taylor

4.3.22

Reg. inland letter

23,000 r.

Moscow

Robert Taylor

20.2.22

Table 4
Type

Rate

Where

Source

Date

Ord. inland letter

10,000 r.

Krasnyi Kholm,
Tver

Robert Taylor

9.4.22

Reg. inland letter

30,000 r.

Veimarn, Petrograd

Robert Taylor

13.4.22

Reg. inland letter

30,000 r.

Bakhmut,
Ekaterinoslav

Robert Taylor

20.4.22
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We find some confirmation to the said above in an
article by V. Angolenko [8] recently published
that is based on original documents from Kiev
archives. According to one of them dated March
14th, 1922, the conversion rate for March was
proclaimed as 1 g.k. = 2,000 r, at least, in Kiev
Province. Note that this was done before the date
it should be done, i.e. the beginning of the 2nd
quarter (April 1st).
One should note also that the Ukrainian postal/
telegraphic administration, though being
subordinated to Moscow, had some degree of
autonomy. In particular, any set of the new postal
rates could be put into effect in the Ukrainian
Soviet Republic only after its approval by the
plenipotentiary of the Russian People
Commissariat of Communications in the Ukraine
(one can see it on the example of the Bakhmut
letter in table 4 posted five days after introducing

a new set of rates by the Central Postal
Administration). Probably, the plenipotentiary
could take also some independent decisions.
Finally, I would like to stress in the circumstances,
that it could be unreliable to draw far-reaching
conclusions as to the postal rates based on the figures
written in the postage due marks. Figure 5 shows a
cover sent on 27th February 1922 from Moscow to
Evpatoria and franked with a single 100 r. control
stamp (SG No. 210) used for postage. There is a
postage due mark with the amount of 14,800 written
in. This figure can match neither the 7,500 r., nor the
8,000 r. rate if the control stamp had a conventional
value of 250 r. as fixed officially. However, it
would match exactly the 7,500 r. rate if the stamp
conventional value were equal to its face value, i.e.
100 r. It remains only to speculate whether this was a
mistake of the postal clerk in Evpatoria or the stamp
was actually issued and used for 100 r. in Moscow.
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Five nice items
Leonard Tann
Firstly,
two
examples of the 1 k.
Romanoff banderol/
wrapper.
1

t·i~''.'.'.:~ :~J:i:·~:::{. ~::....,;i::::::::1:.a":;:.·:; :_, /.":.I
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,.

Figure 1 (Reduced to 75%)

2.

1.

1
k
.
Romanoff wrapper,
postmark ed
Moscow 20.4.15.
Cachet at right side
reading; “Bought
21st April at PostTelegraph or/and
Telephone office,
for the benefit of the
defenders of the
homeland”. At a
guess, it was sold
(philatelically?) for
funds for soldiers
a n d
t h e i r
dependants. [I like
this particular item
as April 20th is my
birthday-not
1915!!].

1 k. Romanoff wrapper. The postmark is PETROGRAD / 24.
8. 19. Inside, it is a printed advertising list (part shown in figure 2a)
with the new orthography as decreed by the infant Soviet
Government. At this time, internal mail was free, so that the
imprinted Romanoff stamp had ‘no postal value’ but was postmarked
either by sheer habit of the postal clerks or to deface the portrait.

Figure 2 (Reduced to 75%)
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Figure 2a (reduced to 75%)

3.

Letter sent from Tarnopol Austrian-Galicia, then occupied by
Russia. Bearing 7 k. and 3 k. Romanoff
stamps, it is cancelled by dark-blue
postmarks reading; ETAPNOE
POCHT. KONT. No. 216, 14-1-(19)15.
This was a temporary military PO.
Addressed to one of the neutral post
restante offices in Denmark, for
onward transmission, it was taken into
Russia, where it was examined by the
censors in Petrograd - mauve censor
markings on the back - and sent on to
Copenhagen.
Figure 3 (Reduced to 75%)
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4

Kharkov Railway Station
had a number of railway-lines
radiating from it including two
short local lines, both served by
postal-vans that were unnumbered routes. Both are scarce
postmarks, it has to be said. One
was Kharkov-Merefa a few
examples of this are known. The
other was Kharkov-Dergachi - the
postcard shewn here has two
strikes of this scarce oval reading
KHARKOV-DERGACHI/
POCHT.VAGON. This is 1917. It
must surely have existed from
earlier. With thanks to Philip
Robinson for information and the postmark
drawing, the Kharkov-Dergachi TPO was a
‘shuttle-service’ on the main line KharkovByelgorod.

5

Superb - large-size (9½ x 7 inches) cover.
Franked with 1909-17 Arms stamps, 50 k. and
10 k., addressed to Stockholm, it was registered at
the post office at Mariehamn on the Finnish Aland

Figure 4 (Reduced to 75%)
Islands. There are fine bi-lingual postmarks of
MARIEHAMN / MAPIEXAMHb 2-X-l5, and a
bi-lingual (Swedish/Finnish) registration label. At
the left side, there is a Russian/Finnish censor resealing label and tri-lingual postmarks of Torneo
where it crossed the border into Sweden. Russian
stamps used in the Aland Islands are not that
common - certainly the 50 k. value is very unusual
and on a registered cover - very nice.

-I

Figure 5 (Reduced to 70%)
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Used Abroad Chronicle (XX)
Lenard Tiller (Ed.) with contributions from Harry von Hofmann
In the last journal (BJRP 86) we featured only one
of the covers that was sent to us by Harry von
Hofmann, I would now like to share with our
readers copies of the other five examples that
Harry provided us with from his collection, plus a
repeat of the cover from BJRP 86 but with the
reverse of the cover added which features no less
than nine postal cancellations. Harry’s original

text regarding his comments on the Dalnii items
can be read by referring back to BJRP 86, Used
Abroad Chronicle XIX. At this point, I would like
to express my thanks and appreciation to Philip
Robinson who kindly translated the German text
from Harry’s album pages. The six covers and
postal cards here featured are all from the LYAO–
TUNG Leasehold period.
Figure 1 (front [reduced] and reverse)
Dalnii Field Telegraph Otdelenie –
Дальний полеб. тел. oтд.
(2nd May 1902)
17th Field Post Kontora, Amur Military
Region № 17и Полеб. почт. конт. приамур.
окр.
Port Arthur Postal Kontora –
Порт Артурь почтов. конт.
Chefoo Postal Kontora –
Чифу почтовая контора
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Figure 2
Dalnii Field Telegraph Otdelenie – Дальний полеб. тел. oтд. (27th June 1903)
17th Field Post Kontora, Amur Military Region – № 17и Полеб. почт. конт. приамур. окр.
Due to the absence of an address in Russian, wrongly forwarded to European Russia. The error was
noticed and ‘PEKING’ written by hand in Russian, in blue, then the item was returned via a TPO on 6th
August arriving in Peking on 11th August.
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Figure 3
Dalnii Field Telegraph Otdelenie – Дальний полеб. тел. oтд. (18th June 1903)
17th Field Post Kontora, Amur Military Region - № 17и Полеб. почт. конт. приамур. окр.
By ship via Nagasaki and forwarded to the U.S.A. from Yokohama.
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Figures 4 & 5
Dalnii Field Telegraph Otdelenie –
Дальний полеб. тел. oтд. (26th June & 27th 1903)
17th Field Post Kontora, Amur Military Region № 17и Полеб. почт. конт. приамур. окр.
Both addressed to Peking, China
(Cleaner examples of the two postmarks are shown alongside)
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Figure 6
Dalnii Field Telegraph Otdelenie – Дальний полеб. тел. oтд. (14th September 1903)
17th Field Post Kontora, Amur Military Region - № 17и Полеб. почт. конт. приамур. окр.
Originally addressed to Shanghai, then re-directed to Hong Kong arriving on 21st September.
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COMPREHENSIVE STOCK OF

RUSSIAN MATERIAL

Stamps and Elusive Postal History of:
Empire, RSFSR, Soviet Union, Offices Abroad,
Civil War, World War I & II, Zemstvos,
Far Eastern Republic, Siberia
Armenia, Azerbaijan, Baltic States, Georgia, Ukraine
Mail Auctions Quarterly

The auction is comprised of 3000 lots of worldwide stamps and postal history,
approximately half of which are Russian material

Call or write for your FREE, well-illustrated catalogue to:

RARITAN STAMPS, INC.
P.O. BOX 1539 HIGHLAND PARK, NJ 08904 USA
PH: 732. 355.1233 • FAX: 732. 355.1235
E-MAIL: INFO@RARITANSTAMPS.COM
10% BUYER’S PREMIUM ONLY
VISA, MASTER CARD ARE ACCEPTED.

Visit our Website at www.raritanstamps.com
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The A. S. Popov Central Museum of
Communications St. Petersburg, Russia
and its collections.
Lyudmilla N. Bakayutova

Translated by Yelena Sherwood-Jenkins

Introduction
We have been most fortunate recently to have established a partnership with the State Museum of Post and
Communications in St. Petersburg; this opens up a wealth of opportunities for collaborative research
extending our knowledge of Russian Philately.
As the first of a number of initiatives aimed at cementing this partnership and at making the Russian
Philatelic community at large more familiar with the museum’s collection, the Director of the museum has
written this article on the museum’s collections and a second item on the history of the building. In a third
article, to be published in the next issue of the Journal, the Head of the Philatelic Department has
provided us with illustrations and notes on some of the rarities in the collection.

Marcus Sherwood-Jenkins
The Popov museum, established in 1884, houses
amongst other things the state collection of
“marks of postal payment” (MPP), a vast
collection of both postage stamps and pre philatelic material from the first days of the
Russian postal service to the present day.
The museum's archives contain a fantastic array of
philatelic material including private carriage
items, stamps postal stationery, covers, cards and
a host of preparatory working papers. These last
include postal documentation, original artwork,
unrealised projects, specimens, essays and proofs.
The collections of the museum put it in the line
with the biggest scientific and technical museums
of the world and the philatelic collection, one of
the world’s largest is one of the museum’s most
important collections.

The building
Palace, which houses the museum, was built in the
18th century by the Italian architect Jacomo
Quarenghi for Prince A. Bezborodko, the most
power political leader of Russia during the reigns
of Catharine the Second and Paul the First. He
was also the Head of the Postal Department.
The museum, established in 1872, has been
located in this building since 1923. Having been
closed since 1974 because of the poor condition of
the building the museum fell into oblivion.
Nowadays the times have changed, and the

museum began its rehabilitation in 2000. Now the
restoration of the building is included in the
Presidential List of objects to be renovated and
opened in 2003, the year of the Tercentenary of St.
Petersburg. In spite of all difficulties, the museum
cares for and has maintained the Russian National
Postal and Telecommunication collections,.

The collections
The Documentary Fund
Included are documents relating to postal history,
telegraphy and telephony history, the history of
radio and TV, as well as satellite communication
history. A total of more then 50,000 artefacts.

The Apparatus Collection
About 15,000 pieces, consisting of:
Postal mechanisation installations
(including tsarist era stamp dispensing machines)
and devices, post carriages and vehicles.
Different first Telegraph recorders,
teleprinters, telegraph instruments, text/picture
and data communication equipment, models.
Telephones, private branch exchanges,
telephone switching equipment, transmission
equipment, cable etc., as well as pictures,
drawings and telegrams.
Radio and television receivers, including
the unique A .S. Popov storm-detector, studio
equipment, transmitting and measuring equipment
as well as photos, pictures, drawings and circuit
diagrams.
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The Philatelic Collection
Consisting of about 8 million Artefacts, including
old letters, covers, cancellations, franking
imprints, pre-stamped stationery, air-mail
vouchers, essays and proofs etc., contemporary
letters and stamps, issued in Russia as well as the
state UPU collection. This collection is registered
as the Russian National Collection of Philately.

Recent exhibitions
The museum participates in many exhibitions both
in Russia and abroad. In 2000 it joined 17 other
Postal Museums of the World as a member of the
Elite Philately Club of Monte Carlo under
patronage of the Prince Rainer the Third. In
December 2000 the museum exhibited its unique
“Russian pair” (see later illustration) in the World
Philately Rarities Exhibition during the Philately
Forum “Monaco 2000”.
Also in December 2000, the A. S. Popov Central
Museum of Communications (CMC) was included
in the Presidential List of Cultural objects to be
restored by the 300th anniversary of
St. Petersburg. Being enthused by such news, the
museum’s employees arranged several meetings
and small exhibitions in the beginning of 2001
devoted to the rebirth of the museum and its
collections.
During the 22nd to 25th of February 2001, an
exhibition was staged in the Great Hall of the
CMC alongside the Union of the Philatelists of
St. Petersburg under the title “The XXth century
in private collections” This was a thematic
exhibition devoted to the great events of the XXth
century as depicted by philatelic materials.
The CMC showed several of its collections
including the Collection of Preparatory Materials
for the commemorative issues of the Russian
Empire - principally the 1913 Romanov
Tercentenary issue. The designs were executed by
a number of famous painters such as R. Zarrinsh,
E. Lansere and I. Bilibin. The exhibition
comprised essays, some of them approved for
issue, some not, proofs of the different stages of
the engraving, proofs in different colours and
much more besides.
The issue prepared for the 200th anniversary of
A. S. Pushkin attracted deserved attention. Much
“philatelic Pushkiniana” (Pushkin’s Collection)
can only be seen in the CMC, including the
original works of painter-miniaturists who
prepared the postage stamps devoted to the great
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poet. In the postal miniatures collection there are
portraits of A. S. Pushkin and different stages of
his life and illustrations of the poet’s poems by
I. Bilibin, V. Konashevich, D. Butorin. This
material was used not only for stamps but also
postal stationery.
Following the requests of philatelists, the CMC
presented another exhibition entitled “Airmail of
the USSR. 1922-1979”. Here were scarce and
unique proofs, originals and projects for stamps,
samples and of course the issues themselves
shown on 12 stands. The special issues “Airmail
of the RSFSR 1922”, known in philately as the
“Consular Post”, “Arrival of the airship LTs-127
into Moscow”, “Airship building in the USSR”
1931, “Rescue of Chelyuskintsev” 1935 and many
other items were included
.
At that exhibition, the Museum for the first time
announced the creation of “The Centre of Mail
Art” under its patronage. The International Mail
Art movement was born in the 1960’s (and follows
in the footsteps of those who produced illustrated
envelopes in Britain in the late XIX century. [M S-J])

The idea is the personalisation of postal sendings
or creation of items of real art that then go through
the post at normal postage rates.
On the 18th of May 2001 the CMC staged an
optimistic exhibition called “Open Day in the
closed Museum”, which was devoted to the
International Day of Museums. Here it showed
three exhibitions: “The first apparatuses of
communications”, “The Romanov Tercentenary”
and “An Exhibition of Mail Art”. The last
exhibition contained items by Vladimir Kotlyarov
(Tolstoy) from Paris, Andrei Khlobystin, Yuri
Molodkovets, Alexander and Olga Florensky and
some items sent to Museum from abroad and the
former republics of the USSR. These items of
work by St. Petersburg Painters of mail-art were
presented as gifts to the museum.
On the 14th of June 2001 a “Round Table” was
held in the Museum. This was devoted to the
discussion of the postal design for the celebration
of the 300th anniversary of St Petersburg with the
attraction of course and diploma works of students
of the Academy of Industrial Design and works of
the painters of the “World of Art” group from the
collections of the CMC. In the “Round Table” the
Department of the federal Post took part as well as
the Union of Philatelists of St. Petersburg and private
publishing companies. Many of the young designers
were very fascinated by the works of the famous
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painters of the XXth century such as Zarrinsh,
Lansere, Dobuzshinsky, Bilibin, Narbut etc.
who also tried their hands at designing postage
stamps.
(The link between the art world and the production of
both postage stamps and postcards is very strong in
Russia and stamps are regarded not only as
philatelic items but as works of art in their own
right something which is much less common in
Western Europe. Perhaps this is a lesson in
broadening the appeal of philately that we can learn.
[M S-J])
—

The future
Thanks to the efforts of the Russian Federation
Ministry of communications and information
and various Russian communications
companies, the CMC is finally beginning its
rebirth. The Halls of the Bezborodko Palace the main building of the CMC - will be closed
for reconstruction at least until 2003.
Nevertheless, thanks to the management of the
new Russian Fund for the History of
Communications, we found the opportunity to
open a small exhibition “Pages of the history of
communications” from the archives of the CMC
at Pochtamtskaya ul. 15, where part of the
Collection and the Administration is temporarily
moving. This exhibition we will be able to open
in late autumn 2001. Luckily this means that St.
Petersburg school children, students of colleges,
universities and ordinary citizens will have the
opportunity to see some of the historical rarities
even during the reconstruction of the museum.
The main tasks for the administration of the
CMC for the period of the reconstruction are:
the creation of a new concept of the museum
and exhibition floor plan for the different
sections, restoration and preparation of the
larger exhibits (some of which were originally
prepared for European exhibitions of the late
XIXth and early XXth centuries),
creation of a data base up-to-date catalogue
of the collection, archiving, research and
publishing work. Regarding these latter two
items we have already developed some joint
plans together with the BSRP, which will help
to further the cause of Russian philately
considerably.
in addition, the museum has to raise its
profile in the Russian and International
Museums Association by taking part in
exhibitions and conferences.

The Museum’s Director and philatelic staff
Lyudmilla N. Bakayutova has been Director of the A. S.
Popov Central Museum of Communications since March
2000. Mrs. Bakayutova at the same time is one of the
founders and Director of the Faberge Arts Foundation since
1989. She previously worked for Skanska East Europe Oy in
the position of St. Petersburg Marketing Manager and
earlier she founded and worked as a Business Development
Manager for Finnish-Russian JV FILCO. She graduated
from the Architectural Department of the St. Petersburg State
Architectural and Construction University and then obtained
a Degree of Patents Expert at the Central Institute for
Advanced Qualification. Mrs. Bakayutova received a
Bachelor of Professional Studies at the International
Management Centers Association in Buckingham (Revans
University, USA). After five years of Continuing Professional
Renewal, she has been elected Companion Member (C Int
MC). Mrs Bakayutova has participated in many conferences,
exhibitions and programmes in Russia and abroad connected
with business and arts and is a founder member and
Chairman of the St. Petersburg Women’s Architectural
Circle for six years.
The Philatelic Department:.
Responsibilities for the State Collection of Philately are
spread between the following members:
Larissa P. Rylkova, the head of the Museum’s Philatelic
Department, historian by profession. Graduated from the St.
Petersburg State University in 1977 and worked for the
Museum since 1975. The main topic of her researches is the
Russian post history, including “Zemstvo”. She has had a
number of articles published in magazines such as
“Philately” and “Yamshik”.
Natalie V. Andreeva, the Museum’s curator of the National
Collection of Philately and Stamps. An engineer by
profession, she graduated from the Institute of Engineers for
Cinematography in 1974. She has worked in the museum
since 1985 and is currently updating the catalogue of the
new entries of contemporary philatelic materials for
publication.
Yelena Y. Matveevich, the senior researcher, historian by
profession, graduated from the St. Petersburg State
Pedagogical University in 1975. She researches the philately
of Imperial Russia.
Svetlana B. Serebryakova, the junior researcher, is studying
history in the St. Petersburg State Pedagogical University.
Her responsibility is the new collection of “Mail Arts”. In
this role she carries out a world-wide correspondence and
prepares exhibitions devoted to contemporary mail design
and arts.
Nadezhda A. Sapunova has just joined the Museum. Her
responsibility is to register the new entries of philately from
“Marka” (The publisher of Russian stamps) and the UPU.
She is studying the history of arts in the St. Petersburg
Academy of Arts.
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The history of the A. A. Bezborodko palace
(Postal Museum) in St. Petersburg
Lyudmilla N. Bakayutova

Translated by Yelena Sherwood-Jenkins

Bezborodko Palace (Postal Museum)
The palace, in which the A. S. Popov Central
Communication Museum is located, is a St.
Petersburg landmark of the last quarter of the
XVIIIth century. It was constructed by the Italian
architect Jacomo Quarenghi for the Great Prince
A. A. Bezborodko, the most powerful political
leader in Russia during the reigns of Catherine the
Second and Paul the First. Thanks to his
outstanding memory and flexible mind, he made
an excellent carrier from the “bringer of requests”
to the General Consular of the Russian Empire.
In 1782 Prince Alexander Andreevich
Bezborodko became a Head of the Postal
Department of Russia. At the same time, he
bought two neighbouring sites with houses in the
Admiralty part of St. Petersburg. One of the
buildings earlier belonged to the KurskoZnamensky Monastery, and the other to the
relatives of Aphanasy Jakovlevich Toporkov, the
Dancer of the Court of Her Imperial Majesty.
Jacomo Quarenghi was appointed to reconstruct
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the building. In the city library of Bergamo, Italy
the original drawing of the main façade of the
building, still exists.
Four Doric columns made of the polished grey
granite with bronze upper and lower bases,
decorated the central entrance to the building.
Columns supported the marble balcony with a
stone balustrade on the third floor. The same
decorative features as in the main building were
applied to the façade of the corner building,
creating a union of composition and confirming
the authority of J. Quarenghi.
The Palace was richly decorated inside. The pearl
of the building was its main Great Hall, which is
still preserved and includes all features of the
original architectural decoration: vertical walls
divided by the wall pylons and the separate
columns of artificial marble standing far from the
walls. The ceiling is flat and painted.
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Prince Bezborodko was a very rich man and spent
a lot of money on the construction and rich
decoration of his favourite palace. The furniture
included the cabinet of Marie Antoinette from the
auctions in Paris. The art gallery contains 330
paintings of the best masters including pieces of
Verne, Salvador Rose, (which were not in the
collection of the Hermitage and Stroganov Palace
at that time). The largest number of paintings was
bought at auction from Prince Orleansky during
the French revolution. In the Bezborodko
collection, there were many black bronze pieces,
his specialist collection. Because of that, the
Palace itself was named “The Bronze Palace”.
There were a lot of porcelain, gold and silver
vases and cups. The Catherine the Second portrait
by Levitsky was done specially for Bezborodko’s
Palace, as well as the bronze sculpture of Prince
Bezborodko by Falconet and the marble sculpture
of Paul the First.

palace was his wife Anna Ivanovna Bezborodko
(Shiryaeva by her father’s name). The Palace was
made famous by the most luxurious balls in St.
Petersburg. There were two daughters and one son
in the family of Ilya Andreevich and Anna
Ivanovna. The daughters were considered to be
richest potential wives in St. Petersburg. The son
died in childhood. The elder daughter Lyubov
Ilyinishna was married to Count G. G. Kushelev,
and the youngest daughter to Prince LobanovRostovsky. The Palace was very big, and even
when Ilya Andreevich was alive some premises of
the building were rented out by the famous people
of that time, for example Ministers of Internal
Affairs of Russia Mr. A. B. Kurakin, Mr. A. I.
Kozodavlev and Mr. A. U. Shishkov.
When Anna Ivanovna died in 1824 the Postal
Department made the decision to buy the building
from the Bezborodko family. The price of
purchasing was the main point of discussion and
was finalised in 1829.
The Chapel of Twelve Apostles that was in the
first house of Bezborodko in 1794, was moved
during the Postal Department time to the main
Great Hall of the Palace. The hall was adapted for
religious purposes; and was re-painted with
religious subjects. The Church was closed in 1923
in spite of it being described as “The most
valuable landmark of chapel construction, which
should have been preserved.”

Prince Bezborodko, Postmaster General
to Catherine the Great.
Prince Bezborodko died in 1799 when he was 52.
He was never married and did not have any legal
heirs. The house and all his collections went to his
younger brother Count Ilya Andreevich
Bezborodko, who was a Member of the State
Parliament (Senate), at that time. After the death
of Ilya Andreevich in 1815, the owner of the

The Church was widely visited by the postal
clerks and the local district population and we
know that it was attended by Nabokov’s family,
because their house was located next door. There
were several very valuable icons in the church;
The Saviour in Emmaus, Ruben's works, and
many others. During the time that Prince A. N.
Gallitzin was the Chief of the Postal Department,
the service in the church was very rich.
The Communication Museum was moved into the
building in 1924 and has remained there ever
since.

BSRP Website
To find out more about the Society or catch up on information on meeting dates or
planned events visit the BSRP website. You will also find illustrations of fine
examples of philatelic material from members of the Society.

www.bsrp.org
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Letters to the editor
from Alexander Ivakhno – Request for copies of
Zemstvo material.
I received a letter from our member Alexander
Ivakhno (who is also a member of Rossica); he is
preparing a publication on zemstvos in the
Yekaterinoslav province. He would be very grateful
to receive photocopies of covers (100% reproduction)
and copies of used stamps (200% reproduction). The
province covers issues from Bakhmut, Mariupol,
Novomoskovsk, Pavlograd, Verkhnedneprovsk, and
Yekaterinoslav. You can make contact with him
before sending any copies, at P.O.Box 4933,
Dnepropetrovsk – 101, 49101 Ukraine.
from John Walker – Postal Stationery Card Query
I received a letter and the original
card (reproduced here, obverse at
50% and reverse at 75%); the
illustrations and text are in red, save
for the printer’s information at the
bottom, which is in black. John has
asked if any of our readers could
explain when, why and for what
reason was this card issued.
Enlargements (x2) of the imprinted
‘stamps’ are also shown.

POCCL5I-RUSSIE

1

.n~!l, llHCJ.:MA.

.......

Any information would be gratefully
received. Please let me (editor)
know.
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from Dr Raymond Ceresa – Forgeries on the
INTERNET
Those BSRP members who scan Ebay for possible
stamp purchases to fill those irritating gaps in
one’s collection must be on the lookout for
forgeries, fakes and misidentified items. The
latter are a nuisance but the former can be
dangerous. The forgeries on Ebay are of three
main types:
1) Old-time forgeries of overprints and surcharges
applied to genuine Arms Type stamps. These are
mainly from a single original source, an early
1920’s forger in Paris, a Mon. X, who moved to
Monte Carlo circa 1925 after selling all his stock
to a well known Paris Stamp Dealer Mon. Y. He
has, over the years, sold wholesale quantities of
sheets of forgeries to another smaller dealer in
Paris, Mon Z. It is this dealer who is offering these
forgeries ‘as is’ on Ebay. These forgeries are
described in my series of handbooks mainly as F I
types under North West Army, Kolchak issue,
P.O.’s in China, Levant, etc. If customers are
unhappy with these stamps he returns the money
but claims that only one customer has asked for
his money back since the lots rarely fetch more
than $10.00 to $15.00.
2) Many bogus issues, such as fancy Levant
overprints on mint and used Imperial Russian
stamps (and Polish stamps) are openly sold as
forgeries as reference copies by one particular US
dealer but these are frequently mixed with other

dubious issues and listed in small lots as “Back of
the Book” lots. Again these lots rarely fetch more
than $10.00 to $15.00. More annoying than
dangerous, are so called forgeries of high
catalogue value stamps. These frequently turn out
to be modem reproductions of mint and used
forgeries illustrated in the philatelic press and are
printed on modem high quality thin card. Again
these lots often fetch $10.00 to $15.00 - not quite
as good as printing money but a practice that
should be stamped out by Ebay.
3) This third group is the danger area. Typical is
S.G. 297, 20 R. on 15 k. imperf An-ns Type. The
forgers have scanned into a computer a genuine
example of this stamp, replicated it to a 25 pane
block and then printed the multiple digital image
onto mint panes of the common 15 k. imperf.
stamp. These forgeries can be identified at high
magnification, (see the D1 and D2 sections of
Volume V of my handbook series) and by nondestructive analysis of the ink (see techniques
used by A.P.S.) Sometimes these forgeries, which
include pairs of S.G. 421 to 425, one with missing
or inverted overprint, S.G. 273 and 278, (philately
for children) are accompanied by forged or faked
certificates. (A genuine stamp may be replaced by
its digital copy and digital copies of certificates
issued for the genuine stamp have been noted).
From the editor – We welcome any further
contributions to our “Letters to the Editor” Thanks

Articles for submission for future Journals &
Letters to the Editor
Queries, Unexplained Item(s), Questions, Answers or Comments.
(This also includes articles for consideration of inclusion in future journals)
Please write to the Chairman of the Editorial Board:

Mr Lenard Tiller,
12, Cumberland Close, Epsom,
Surrey, KT19 9JP, UK

e-mail BorisLT@aol.com
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Library notes and reviews
1 Library notes
The following items have been added recently to
the library.

SYMPOSIUM ZUR POSTGESCHICHTE
LETTLANDS, RIGA, AUGUST 2001 .
Eine Veranstaltung der Forschungsgemeinschaft
Lettland im Bund Deutscher Philatelisten,
anlässlich ihres 50-jährigen Bestehens. Leitung:
Harry von Hofmann. Hamburg, 2001. 53p, illus,
24 cm. (First symposium on postal history of
Latvia, Riga, August 2001, organised by the
Latvia research section of the Union of German
Philatelists on the occasion of its 50th
anniversary; Organiser: Harry von Hofmann).
The four papers recorded in this document are in
German, with translations into Latvian. They
cover (1) Riga’s place as an important centre in
the Swedish postal service in the 17th century; (2)
the repercussions of the Bolshevik occupation of
1918-20 on the postal history of Latvia; (3) some
known and less well-known aspects of Latvian
field post, 1919-1921; and (4) Latvian post in the
months preceding the setting up of the
Generalpostkommissariat Ostland in 1941.
Our thanks to Harry von Hofmann for sending us
this paper.

DIRECT MARKETING
(Journal of the Direct Marketing Association)
A recent article in the above publication explains
some of the difficulties that face any business
wishing to advertise by direct mail in Russia.
Though postal rates are cheap compared with
other countries, the Russian post office offers
nothing like ‘ Printed Postage Impression’, so that
every envelope in your, say, 500,000 mailing
needs a stamp to be stuck on; nor is there a
‘Business Reply Service’ to encourage answers.
Added to which is the fact that even in the
Moscow region mail can take up to ten days to be
delivered and mail to Vladivostok from the
western cities can take between two or three
weeks, so a rapid response rate is not to be
expected! Russians can look forward to some
time yet before they have to complain about
receiving ‘junk mail’.
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THE RUSSIAN CIVIL WAR
Documents from the Soviet Archives, by V P Butt
and others.
Collectors of the Civil War may find some
interesting background material in the above
publication. Each of the book’s five sections
begins with an explanatory summary, followed by
selected translations of original documents.
Subject matters range through the shortage of
army boots (on both sides), illegal trading in
alcohol, transport of refugees, arrival of British
and American intervention forces, prices of
agricultural produce and the building of new
railways. The indexing of such a wide range is
necessarily limited, so many of the more
interesting details can only be found by careful
reading.

Comments from the Librarian
I recently broke the library rules by lending
certain volumes on the Allied Intervention, which
a friend in another society is studying. In
response he has sent us a set of photocopies of the
despatches on operations in Russia which were
published in The London Gazette in April and
May 1920; also the Command Paper “The
Evacuation of North Russia, 1919”, published in
1920. For any members studying the postal history
of the Intervention these are sources of valuable
background information, written by the
commanders who were there.
A librarian has to be careful about acquiring books
from the remote past of philately - all too often the
information they contained has been superceded
by later works. A recent exception has been the
acquisition of Hugo Krotzsch: Permanentes
Beibuch... dritter Teil: Russland (Permanent
reference work... Part 3, Russia), published in
Leipzig in 1895. I have been asked for this work
on several occasions and can see why, for it lists
and describes in great detail the Imperial issues
from 1858 to 1894, and those of the Levant for the
same period; there are also chapters on reprints,
forgeries and postmarks. The original plates are
missing but have been replaced with reprints on a
set of 12 cards. The text of course is in German.
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A most welcome donation
We have received from Peter Ashford a copy of
the original English edition of the “Official Guide
to the Great Siberian Railway”, published in
St. Petersburg in 1900. This was Dr. Wortman’s
copy and was given to Peter by Alfred’s daughter
as a memento of their friendship.
Peter now has the David and Charles reprint and
generously offered the original to us - an offer that
no librarian could refuse. The book has now
arrived and is a most welcome and magnificent
addition to our small collection of “rare books”

George Henderson (Hon. Librarian)
2 Reviews
EESTI PHILATELIST, No. 38, 2001
This excellently produced journal carries, as usual,
a variety of research articles written in Estonian,
each followed by summaries in English and
German. Subjects include: (1) the setting up of a
postal route from Riga to Narva via Tartu in 1639;
(2) the existence of zemstvo postal services in
areas of St Petersburg Government which later
became incorporated in Estonia; (3) a note on the
private mail of the Baltic Committee in Petrograd;
(4) World War I Russian Field Post Offices in
Estonia; (5) postal censorship in Estonia, 19341940; (6) Soviet Field Post in Estonia, 1940-41;
(7) the development of postal organisation in
Viljandi County, 1991-93; (8) the continuation of
a study of provisional postal stationery (started in
EF No. 36, 1996); and (9) legal mixed franking of
Russian postal stationery used in Estonia, 199193. A remarkable range of postal history from one
of the smallest republics!

George Henderson (Hon. Librarian)
PHILATELIA BALTICA, No. 111, May
2001 (In German)
Published by Latvian Research Association in the
Federation of German Philatelists, Germany. 32
A5 pages, softbound. Editor: H v Hofmann,,
Postfach 56 01 56, 22551 Hamburg, Germany.
In “50 years - full of drive and an example”,
Wolfgang Watzke, the leader of the association
pays tribute to Harry van Hofmann for his
vigorous past and current contributions to the
association. This is followed by a resumé of the
Association’s history in “50 years of the Latvian

Research Association” and a plea from new
member Karl-Heinz Baars for a wider range of
contributors. That said, there follows 13 pages
containing no less than 10 small articles of
‘discovery’ from the pens of Harry van Hofmann,
Heinz Lukaschewits, Juris Mors, Wolfgang
Watzke and Karl-Heinz Barrs.
These cover titles ranging from “From old
documents” (an Imperial Order for the arrest of a
‘gadabout’ - complete with sartorial description!)
to “ISKOLOSTREL - what is that?”; it sounds
like a modern ailment but isn’t ; it is a Russian
abbreviation found in postal addresses that means
‘Council of Latvian Marksman Deputies’ (I
think!). There are newly discovered proofs (“…the
Semitan issue”), archive material (“Further
Latvian archive records confirmation”), a
watermark variety (“A successful entrance”), a
perfin (“S & L perforations after 24.08.1937”) and
money orders (“Official money orders” and
“Surprise” ). Add to these new information on the
use of “Arabic and/or Roman month numerals in
Latvian postmarks” , postmark varieties in “ Now
LIEPĀJA - PAURUPE UN OTR is also found”
and the possibility of “A German post office still
in Riga on 12.05.1919?” . Although the postmark
is clear, this latter possibility is dismissed as
probably being due to the inefficiency of the
counter clerk responsible for the date stamp since
the postcard was written in June 1918.
So, you see, a veritable ‘pick ’n mix’ of pre-war
research items - but not only. Ten pages are
devoted to modern matters, “Christmas clichés
2000 and Easter clichés 2001 at the ‘counter
terminals’ Riga 50 and Riga 51” , “Errors in new
Latvian stamps”, “New issues” and “Special
postmarks” (mostly First Day items for 2000 and
2001). Finally, in “ Letterbox”, five enquiries
from readers (but only one answer).
If you are interested in Latvian ‘nitty-gritty’, this
should be for you.

Dennis Page
DER UKRAINE PHILATELIST, No. 58,
June 2001 (In German)
Published by Ukraine Philatelists Association in
the Federation of German Philatelists,
Sudenburger Wuhne 12, D-39112 Magdeburg
Germany. 72 A5 pages, softbound.
This journal starts in a totally different vein from
that in the preceding review. “On thin ice” by
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Michael Ludwig is an overtly political criticism of
the limited freedom of the press in Ukraine with
tales of intimidation and murder. The following
item “Kiev waits longingly for the recovery”,
reproduced from ‘Die Welt’, describes a city
suffering from the economic slump and stagnation
of the past 10 years but with hints of better things
to come.
Then to philatelic matters. A description of a new
MiniatureSheet commemorating King Danylo of
Halyčyna is followed by basic description with
illustrations from all 39 regions of “The Zemstvo
post in the Ukraine region” by Alfred Stollberg.
Also by the same author is “Emergency currency
and the first general series (Shagiv issue) of
Ukraine 1918”. After the tale of the ‘currency’
that also served as postage stamps (and its
forgeries), the real postage stamps that appeared
three months later are described together with the
varieties, private perforations and inevitable
forgeries.
“Postage rates in Ukraine up to 1920” is followed
by eight pages of reprints in “ Browsing through
old journals” . These are entitled “Stamps of the
Kerenski issue with the Ukraine
overprint” [1924], “German official post in
Kharkov - forgery or genuine?” [1952], “ What is
the trouble with Alexanderstadt?” [?], “The postal
stationery of Alexanderstadt” [1952], “Ukraine,
Alexanderstadt (local issue)” [1942], “Ukraine local issue (Sarny)” [1941], “ Wossnessensk (local
issue)” [1942] and “German Fieldpost airmail in
1918” [1938].
There is a twelve page listing of “The official
postal stationery of Ukraine from 01 January
1992” (all 441 of them) by Werner Wiebach and
from Borys Jaminskyj “Michel Katalog describing Ukrainian postage stamps chiefly in
Russian transcription”. Not an easy task, judging
by the number of errors listed.
A continuation of an earlier article, “Fee cachets
and provisionals of Obuchiv in 1992/1994”, by
Alfred Stollberg describes and illustrates the
overprints used to revalue stamps and postal
stationery over this period. “The fee labels of
Černivci”, tells of locals, on sale that post office,
that turned out literally to be a two-day wonder
after an eagle-eyed postal official, on holiday from
Kiev, spotted them. A philatelic mixed franking
cover is illustrated. Also in the local field and
prompted by some ‘philatelic window-dressing’
commemorating the 75th anniversary of the
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Lemken Republic Dr Stollberg also reflects on its
origin in “The private local issues of Jasynja
(Carpatho-Ukraine) - 1939”. This ephemeral
republic ventured into the philatelic field by
overprinting the Ukraine trident on current
Czechoslovakian stamps, some of which are
illustrated.
A further 10 pages are occupied by illustrations of
some of the latest official postal stationery and
general issues of postage stamps. A lot of stuff,
much of it reprints and interesting for all that, but
not easy to read due to its cut and paste production
method which kept losing snippets from articles.

Dennis Page
THE POST RIDER, No. 48. June 2001
Enquiries to CSRP PO Box 5722, Station “A”
Toronto, Ontario M5W 1PZ, Canada..
e-mail postrider@sympatico.ca
Another powerful number which as usual, can be
divided into the constants and the variables. In the
former category of regular features, Alex Artuchov
has been busy updating his two regular favourites:
“Postage Stamps Issued by the Zemstvos” (with
the Soroki listing) and “The Great Dot and
Numeral Hunt”; this time he bags some interesting
Polish locations. Meanwhile, George Werbizky
gives us “Zemstvo Varieties: Eighth Instalment”
whilst “Correspondence with Canada” crashes in
with an emergency landing, a flown cover that
failed to reach the USA. Of course, that old
favourite, “Philatelic Shorts” continues to serve up
a banquet in bite-sized portions.
No less than 24 further articles make this issue up
to a full 120 pages: Vladimir Babici offers us a
useful listing of “The Postal Stations of the
Zemstvo Posts in the Province of Bessarabia”
covering all three Zemstvo districts, whilst
another enlightened collector, D.N.Nikitin,
provides an interesting commentary on “The
Peculiarities of the Postal Handling of Insured
Money Letters of the Ust’sysol’sk Zemstvo Post” .
The long titles continue with a very substantial
piece to conclude “The Military Censorship of
Rank-and-File Mail in the Russian Navy during
WW1 (19 14-1918)” by Vladimir Berdichevskii &
Meer Kossoy, a full 18 pages of tabulated
information followed by illustrations of some 54
covers and 55 censor marks! Meer Kossoy goes on
to demonstrate his versatility with two further
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pieces: “ Postage stamps of Russia Used for Fiscal
Purposes” and “Postage Stamps of Russia used as
Savings Bank Stamps” The Savings bank theme is
continued by Professor A.S.llyushin who enhances
a previous article with “New Facts About The
History of the Postal-Telegraphic Savings
Offices”. Further information about “A Savings
Bank Pass-book from Kishinev in Bessarabia”
is subsequently recorded by Vladimir Babici.
We move on by rail and air, with “Mail Registered
on TPO’s /RPO’s - Imperial and Soviet Times ”, a
tribute from Rabbi L L Tann to our own former
President George Miskin; and “Soviet Airmail in
1927” by Robert Taylor; Then on to “Atomic
Secrets From a Post Office Box” by V.P. & P. V.
Florenskii and G. V. lvanov, and “A Special
Warning about Digital Forgeries” from Dr. R.J.
Ceresa. For pre-stamp enthusiasts, Erling Berger
writes authoritatively on “Convention RussiaPrussia regarding Western Europe 1843 Nov.1st
(sic.)”. Moving further south, Dr. Arkadii M
Sargsyan shows us more of his interesting
Armenian covers and G. V. Andrieshin writes
about the Black Sea port of “Redut-Kale”.
Alexander Epstein is a man who can always be
relied upon to produce a well researched philatelic
read; this time gives us two articles: “ The Russian
Field Posts in Bessarabia” with new details about
FPO locations, and “Some more examples of the
Postage Due Mail” . A number of interesting of
follow-up articles in this issue include “Some
Additional Notes on the 1923 Famine Issue of the
Ukrainian SSR” by V. B. Kofman, and two pieces
by Andrew Cronin: “ More Data on the Moldavian
& Romanian Posts in Southern Bessarabia” and
“ Further Frankings with the ‘Spartakiada’ stamps
of 1935”; the latter article is co-authored by
Michalis Tsironis. Likewise, Meer Kossoy pens
“Some Notes & Additions to ‘Insufficiently
Franked’ Comments by Noel Warr”.
The bonus received by Tuva collectors in issue
No. 46 is generously repeated in the form of three
short pieces: “Tuvan Varieties” by Richard E.
Clever and “The ‘KbZbL-c’ Puzzle” by Gwyn M
Williams with additional “Comments on the
‘KbZbL-c and a’ Cancellers” noted by Andrew
Cronin.
My congratulations once more to Andrew Cronin
on leaving hardly a single philatelic stone
unturned in this excellent issue.

Terry Page

РОССИЯ (Specialist Catalogue of Postage
Stamps 1992 - 2000)
Issued late 2001 – 8th of a series (Russian
language only – but easy to follow) Issued by
Standard Collection of St Petersburg, Russia. 212
pages.. Price: Softbound USD 22 / GBP 15:00
(plus postage & packing ) Compiled mainly by V.
Zagorski
(I can obtain copies of this catalogue for those
interested - Editor)
This excellent catalogue has enlarged upon the
previous issue of ROSSIYA which only covered
on 58 pages the period from 1992 until 1996. The
first 100 pages or so cover the postage stamps,
miniature sheets, blocks and commemorative
cancellations. This is followed by approximately
70 or so pages featuring all the illustrated postal
stationary issues and commemorative
cancellations before finishing with additional
pages on the postal tariffs and a comprehensive
index/reference guide. Collectors of this modern
period of Russian philately will be hard pressed to
find another catalogue with so may colour
illustrations and information relating to the issues.
Well worth the buy.

Lenard Tiller
ROSSICA, No.136 – April 2001
Journal of the Rossica Society of Russian
Philately. 72 pages, softbound. Subscription (two
issues) US$30:00. All enquiries to Gary A Combs,
8241 Chalet Court, Millersville, MD 21108, USA
Back in the capable hands of Karen Lemiski after
a break of one issue. It seems short at 72 pages,
but we have become used to substantial editions of
late, even though it means the poor editor has no
time for anything outside the journal.
First up is an article on the army Postal Service in
North Russia by the Deputy Assistant Director of
the Army Postal Service at Archangel, Major J.
Smith. This is reprinted from the GPO magazine
St. Martin’s-le-Grand in 1919. Although it is not
mentioned, this same article was reprinted in
BJRP 36, along with further notes from the same
author. Alexander Epstein writes on the Petrograd
issue of P.S. cards with the 10 KOP surcharge
with some new information As usual he gives us
much to think about, and questions accepted ideas
on these. George Werbizky writes on Zemstvo
Mail to a Foreign Country, this being a group of
sixteen covers sent to a German stamp dealer
presumably requesting the purchase of stamps. As
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a postscript George adds some POW mail from
Zemstvo Offices sent abroad. How many such
items could have survived! The same author gives
us two more Zemstvo articles, on bisects and use
as postage dues. Yet another Zemstvo article
comes from Bill Nickle, this time on cancels. He
illustrates no less than one hundred and four
showing the tremendous range to be found on
these stamps. This is followed by a translation
from George Werbizky of an article in “ Philately”
No. l (Moscow 2001) by E. Mirzoev on the
activities of the Ganko brothers of Poltava fame.
Once again it is George who gives us the details of
a Tula Zemstvo envelope correctly used, and
rather rare. Ivo Steijn writes an article on Russian
Placename Changes; a problem that all collectors
struggle with from time to time. Alexander
Safonoff poses the question of how does one
became one’s own expert? He asks for help. This
reviewer would suggest using every opportunity to
look at material, and to buy the literature. Another
way is to use the experience of others; by making
contact with fellow society members and
maintaining that contact. These may sound
obvious but I would suspect that most members of
Rossica and BSRP do none of these things.
In Ukraine: Postal History 1900-45 Andrew
Oleksiuk presents an overview of a big subject,
and Ged Seiflow writes up a flaw on the 3k chalk
lines issue and gives everyone the best advice any
collector can give another; have fun with your
collecting.
The issue rounds off with the usual notes from the
President, Library Notes, Adlets, Publications and
Reviews.

Jack Moyes
THE FINNISH PHILATELIST – Vol. 6
No. 4 – August 2001 -Whole Number 20
Newsletter published quarterly by the Finnish
Study Group (FSG) of the Scandinavian
Collectors Club (SCC). 20 pages, softbound.
Newsletter is free of charge to members of FSG,
but a postage/printing contribution of US$5:00.
should be sent to the editor Roger P. Quinby, P.O.
Box 738, Clifton Park, NY 12065. E-mail
rpquinby@aol.com. Roger can also pass on
society membership enquiries.
Firstly, I must say that for a newsletter, this is an
excellent publication. Not a space is wasted, and it
always contains fine articles for the Finnish
Philatelist, as well as the ‘more than occasional’
article related to the Finno/Russo period. We start
this issue with 3 pages of Finnish new issues,
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which is followed by an article on the “Type m/66
10 Penni Pair” and an article on the “M/89
Brownish-Orange 20 Penni Perforations – 11th
Printing” both written by Heikki Reinikainen.
Uolevi Vapaa writes about an interesting
“Registered Postal Card Rarity to Petrograd with
Cyrillic R-Label” and tells the cards interesting
journey, which collects no less than 10
cancellations. All the aforementioned articles
being excellently translated from Finnish to
English by Carita Parker. Carita also translates the
following, “W.W.1 Censored Letter from
Romania to Helsinki” from Philatelia Fennica,
4/1977, and “Letter Midst of Conflict – Held,
Undelivered & Returned” from Abophil, 5/1990.
The next 7 ½ pages are the start of an series of
articles under the heading “The Golden Age of
Finnish Philately – Part 1, with text and
illustrations by Heikki Palhman and editing by
Alan Warren & Roger Quinby. The article starts
with a brief history of the “Courier Post” from the
1500’s and the only options for delivery of mail
and what routes roads existed at that time, which
is detailed with Royal letters from Kings of the
time and maps. Well worth the read and an
extremely interesting start to the series. We finish
off with a short article “Bjeloostrov-Petrograd – is
an Unusual Finnish Railway Mark” which is
exampled on a beautifully struck strip of three
1914 Russian War Charity stamps, and a detailed
three page article “3 Kopek Ring Postal Cards:
Recognising Address Line Varieties, Type 1 &
Type 11 – Naarstad’s Remarkable Discovery
Unmasks 110 year Old Variety”, which also finds
shifted background dots on the value stamp.

THE FINNISH PHILATELIST – Vol. 6
No. 5 – November 2001 -Whole Number 21
Newsletter published quarterly by the Finnish
Study Group (FSG) of the Scandinavian
Collectors Club (SCC). 28 pages, softbound.
Newsletter is free of charge to members of FSG,
but a postage/printing contribution of US$5:00.
should be sent to the editor Roger P. Quinby, P.O.
Box 738, Clifton Park, NY 12065. E-mail
rpquinby@aol.com. Roger can also pass on
society membership enquiries.
We start this issue with a few words from the
editor’s (Roger Quinby) visit to HAFNIA 01 in
Denmark and at the hospitality he received as the
US Commissioner, and the fellow philatelists he
was able to meet. This is followed by an example
of a POW card sent from his Swedish son to his
father in a St Petersburg prison in 1914. The next
four pages feature new issues of Finland.
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“Collecting Finnish Railway Post Offices” by
John MacDonald covers 11 pages with fine
illustrations, detailed research and in-depth
examples of a number of illustrated postmarks
and types with various ‘Line’ tables. “From
Finland, via Russia to Germany” by Herb Volin
is one of those intriguing ‘mystery’ type covers
trying to ascertain the letters route. Heikki
Reinikainen covers the “m/75 Senate 20 Penni
Last Colour” ably translated by Carita Parker.
The last nine pages continue the series “Golden
Age of Finnish Philately – Part 1a” with text
and illustrations by Heikki Palhman and edited
by Alan Warren & Roger Quinby. We begin at
1630 when 25 year old Jacobus De la Gardie
who was nominated to lead the army, and the
only Supreme Commander who was able to
march with the army to Moscow. This is
illustrated with some maps and an array of
letters dated from 1630 to 1658. I can’t wait for
Vol. 6, No. 6

SERIOUS COLLECTOR
of
Zemstvo rarities and
specialities would like to contact
other students of Zemstvo
Philately. I am interested in rare
and early items, special studies
of different districts and postal
history. I am willing to exchange
and /or buy appropriate
material
Mr Ilya Strebulaev
38 Basildon Court
28 Devonshire Street
London W1G 6PR

Lenard Tiller.

istrebulaev@london.edu

RUSSIA?
Postal History : Stamps : Cinderellas
Ephemera : Literature : Maps etc.

~
~
~

... all feature regularly in our auctions.
Do you read our monthly catalogues?
Contact Ken Baker or Ian Kellock.

1917 Russiancensor - Baku No. 41
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ST.PETERSBOVR.G-

St. Petersburg:
The Imperial Post — its postmarks and other postal markings

v!ou~
crr.onoirr.
'I

1765 - 1914

cJ>EBP. !859.

C. II.B.C:r.)I{..ll.
8 · AEKA6. 1852

Ian L. G. Baillie & Eric G. Peel
A comprehensive and explanatory record of the postal markings from preadhesive times onwards, including city and town post marks, telegraph and
railway station marks, local railway sorting marks, registration marks and
labels, special instructional marks and labels, including postage due, received,
return, address search etc. post and telegraph forms; also ship, ferry and
temporary marks, all introduced in the period 1765 —1914 in the City of St
Petersburg.
The purpose of this book is to list, describe and explain the postal markings of St Petersburg, starting with
the “straight-line” marks, introduced during the reign of Catherine the Great, and ending when the city
changed its name to Petrograd in 1914. The authors explain the many intricacies of the numerous
handstamps which originated when branch offices opened in various parts of the city and continued in
profusion when telegraph offices began to handle mail.
The book deals with more than the handstamps; the authors describe the labels used on registered mail and
money letters; the special ‘spravki’ attached to undeliverable letters, and the functions of the Address
Bureau.
St Petersburg’s postal system had some features unique in Russia; the ‘red triangle’ labels, indicating delays
through mis-routing within the city and the various marks applied to mail carried on the suburban railways.
These peculiarities are carefully explained.
In short, every type of mark or label which was applied to mail in St Petersburg is described and shown in
1325 illustrations within the 400 pages of this work. The book is going to be indispensable for the collector
of St Petersburg’s postal history; but it will also be of immense value to the student of the posts in other
Russian cities - for St Petersburg was the capital, and its practices were adopted by some other large postal
administrations.
The authors, both of whom are Past-Presidents and Honorary Life-Members of the British Society of
Russian Philately, have brought to this work their long experience of collecting Russian postal markings;
they have solved, through consultation with many other collectors, most of the problems encountered
within the St Petersburg postal system. All collectors of Russian stamps and postal history will benefit by
acquiring a copy of this book.
Price:

Members of the BSRP, UK and Europe £28.00 (plus p&p £34.00)
Members of the BSRP outside Europe US$65.00 (post-free)
Non-members, worldwide
£34.00 (postage extra)

Payment:

By cheque on a British bank, or in cash (sterling or US dollar bills)

Available from: Mr T. E. Page, 30 Furze Lane, Purley, Surrey, CR8 3EG, U.K.
Published for BSRP by Chancery House Press
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